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300-horsepower Triton® V8. 365 lb.-ft. of torque. Plus, the power to tow up to 9,900 lbs.- F-150's most 
pulling power ever. So no matter what you hook or hitch up to, consider it mission accomplished. 
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! FROM THE EDITOR 
• 

STILL FOGGY 
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• 

.. NETWORK-CENTRIC WARFARE."" The phrase may not have .quite the ring 
of a classic like "fog of war," but it does have a certain seductive appeal, particu
larly in our IT -obsessed age. The idea, which has driven much of Donald 
Rumsfeld's efforts over the decade to transform the U.S. military, is that 
America's armed forces must embrace the technologies and capabilities of the 
Information Age that a fully networked fighting force, able to communicate 
seamlessly with up-to-the-second intel, can act with unprecedented speed and 
agility. To which the most natural response would seem to be "Hallelujah, and 
what took you so long?" 

But there is a danger in believing too ardently in the transformative pow
ers of technology. And although the lightning-fast march on Baghdad at the 
outset of the current Iraq war was touted as evidence for how awesomely 
effective network-centric warfare could be, the current reality tells a different 

Many American 
soldiers aren't 
even equipped 
with radios. 

story. As Noah Shachtrnan and David Axe 
report in 'Winning-and Losing-the 
First Wired War" [page 52], even the sol
diers in the Army's first "digital division" 
can find themselves stymied by their high
tech gear. "Networked" navigation systems 
are incompatible from tank to tank. Digital 
maps can be a year or more out of date. 
And at a time when insurgents stay con

nected using disposable cell phones, many American soldiers aren 't even 
equipped with radios. 

"Bringing frontline infantrymen into the network isn't as easy as wiring up 
a headquarters," Shachtrnan writes. "Battlefield gear has to be wireless, durable, 
secure, and completely effortless to use in the chaos of combae The fact that it 
isn 't- yet, anyway- is no discredit to Rumsfeld and his military planners. The 
discredit is in the fact that they're asking soldiers to rely on it as if it were. 

The great military theorist Carl von Clausewitz is said to have been the first 
to use the word "fog" to describe the bloody 
confusion and information gaps that are 
among the most characteristic qualities of 
battle. Network-centric warfare was sup
posed to blow the fog away. Here's hoping 
that someday it does. 
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FEATURES 
BEST OF WHAT'S NEXT 2006 

41 20 INCREDIBLE INVENTIONS 
THAT ARE SET TO CHANGE 
YOUR WORLD 
Our third annual Best of What's Next delves into 
today's hottest research, then predicts the technology 
you'll be using 5, 10 and 25 years into the future. 
Photographic memory, anyone? 

SPECIAL REPORT 

52 WINNING-AND LOSING-THE 
·FIRST WIRED WAR Despite the brass' big 

dreams, most frontline troops in Iraq don't have an 
effective communications network. We go on the 
ground to see how the "networked battlefield" is really 
playing out. By Noah Shachtman and David Axe 

INSTANT EXPERT 

60 FLAWLESS MAN-MADE 
DIAMONDS A diamond may be "forever," but 
labs are churning out top-quality bling at a rate of a 
carat every 12 hours. By Elizabeth Svoboda 

THE FUTURE OF MOVIES 

62 RETURN OF THE 3-D scrap those 
t headache-inducing blue-and-red glasses. New 3-D 
0 

. ~ technologies will make the two-dimensional movie-
~ ~ 
! ::E viewing experience a thing of the past. 
; ~ By Gregory Mone 
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As your vehicle travels back and 
forth from destination to destination, 

ADVERTISEMENT 

• 

'T TOUCH. 

. ' 
• • on a very simple idea:. Bugs and tar can't damage what they 

can't touch. . 

Safe on chrome, metal, paint, and plastic, Rain-X Bug & 
it constantly collides with aU kinds of tiny debris like bugs, Tar Protective Shield is an aerosol spray that creates a thin 

tar and bird droppings. Once these objects hit your car, they barrier of acrylic polymer on your car. Once applied, the 

can be hard to clean away. Bug residue, for example, con- debris sticks to the coating instead of your car's surface. 
tains proteins that act like 

glue, which is why it 

adheres so well. The 

residue is also slightly 

acidic, which can attack 

paint and metal surfaces 

Safe on chrome, metal, paint, and 
plastic, Rain-X Bug & Tar Protective 
Shield is an aerosol spray that creates a 
thin barrier of acrylic polymer on your car.· 

The film is water-soluble 

and easily washes off, car

rying aU the potentiaUy 

damaging and unsightly 

specks away as weLL 

and, worse stil~ it has growing bacteria inside that pro

duces more acid. So, if you don't act fast enough, your vehi

cle is left with little scars and stains, even after you've 

cleaned away the mess. 

Fortunately you can prevent this problem with Rain-X Bug 

And for the areas that the shield doesn't hit, there's Rain

X Bug & Tar Pre-Wash Gel The gel formula clings to surfaces 

to break down stuck-on debris, making it easier to remove. 

So drive on and don't worry. If you can avoid the big 

objects in the road, Rain-X Bug & Tar will help you avoid 
& Tar Protective Shield. This car care advancement is based the little ones . 

• www.ram-x.com 

• 
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THE GOOD SHIP LOLLIPOP 
A jolt of sugar might send kids bouncing around the playground, 
but did you know it can also fuel a rocket? Visit popsci.comlcandy 
t o watch one of these sweet ships blast off. 
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OUR CONTRIBUTING 
TROUBADOUR, Jonathan Coulton, 
talks with editors and experts (and 
might even sing) about new 3-D 
movies, India's "blood rains" and 
our predictions for the next 
decade or so of innovation 
at popsci.com/podcasts. 

DON'T MISS A MOMENT OF 
YOUR FAVORITE MAG! We troll 
the Web daily for updates from 
the worlds of science and tech
nology. Read our off-the-cuff 
takes on the latest news, and 
watch the videos cracking us up 
right now, at popsci.com!blog. 
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WHAT'S NEW See the gas-powered bike in action at /revo. ~ 

1------------------------------------------------~ ~ 
HEADLINES Watch RoboCup soccer matches at !robocup. 
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r-----------------------------------~~ 
HOW 2.0 Find out how to network your backyard at /w1fi. 9 
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One bad ol' Good ol' boy. 

DARRELL WALTRIP 
EDITION TUNDRA 
This limited·edition 

Tundra is the same 

durable truck you'd 

expect from Toyota, 

with a little boost 

from ':Jaws" himself. 

Featuring 18" TRD 

wheels, the #11 

badge, race-inspired 

decals and a front 

grille you won't f ind 

on any other Tundra. 

It's the ultimate 

show of allegiance 

to one of racing's 

all -time greats. 

Check out 

toyota.com/dw 

for more info. 



DC40 

"YP 

• 4.3 Megapixel CCD 
Image Sensor for 
Remarkable Video 
and Photos! 

1/IW 

• RGB Primary Color Fi lt er 

• Widescreen HR Recording 
High Resolution 
16:9 Widescreen 

• Genuine Canon Optics: 
1 Ox Optical Zoom 

• Dolby Digit al Stereo 

DC100 

• Widescreen HR Record ing 
High Resolution 
16:9 Widescreen 

• Genuine Canon Optics: 
25x Optical Zoom 

• 2 .7" Widescreen LCD 

• Super Slim Design 

• Dolby Digital Stereo 

THE OFFICIAL 
CAMCORDER 

OFL..\t'e 
Canon 
i mageANYWARE 

Viewscreen images simulated. 

LETTERS®POPSCI.COM 
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Watching the Watch 
The Porsche 
chronograph, 
though an 

• • engtneenng 
marvel, is not 

"the first mechanical watch 
with a digital display" ["How 
It Works," April]. I inherited 
the "digital" pocket watch 
shown here from my late 
grandfather; it's at least 70 
years old. There are no 
markings to indicate who 
made it or the date of manu
facture, so I'd love to know if 
any readers recognize it. 
Ron Philippsborn 
Langley, Wash. 

law ["Radar-Aware at 140 mph," 
What's New, Apr.]. Speeders 
endanger other drivers, as well as 
emergency-services personnel who 
respond to the many crashes they 
cause. And you think it's a good idea 
to review radar and laser detectors 
that aid their reckless behavior? 
PeterS. Andersen Willington, Conn. 

No Altoids at Altitude 
I built one of the Altaid-tin battery 
chargers you described in "Make a 
Gadget-Charging Mint Tin" [How 2.0, 

March]. It works wonderfully. Be care
ful, however, when traveling with it, 
especially by air. Apparently, the 
Transportation Security Administra
tion folks get a little tense when they 
see a tin box with wires and a battery 
in their x-ray screen. 
Mark Libich Grass Lake, Mich. 

Cor rections 
In "The Tunnel Monster" ["How It 
Works," Apr.], we neglected to name 
the Robbins Company, the designer of 
the MB471-316 drill. 

The illustration in "The Smartest 
Robotic Pet Yet" [What's New, May] 
was credited incorrectly. It was the 
work of Mack Fraga, UGOBE. 

HOW TO CONTACT US 
Address: 2 Park Ave .• 
9th Floor 
New York. NY 10016 
Fax:212-779-5103 

LETTERS 
Comments may be edited 
for space and clarity. 
Please include your 
address and a daytime 
phone number. We regret 
that we cannot answer 
unpublished letters. 

questions in our FYI sec
tion. Only letters consid
ered for publication can be 
answered. 
E-mail FYI questions to 
fyiOpopsci.com. 

NEW SU8SCRIPTIONS 
To subscribe to PoPULAR 
SCIENCE, please contact 
Phone: S00-289-9399 
VVeb:popsci conn/subscribe 

SUBSCRIPTION INQUIRIES 
For subscription or delivery 
problems or to report a 
change of address, contact 
POPULAR SCIENCE 

P.O. Box 60001 

The Fast and the Furious E-mail: 
letters@popsci.com 

Tampa, FL 33660-0001 
Phone:800-289-9399 
Web: popsci.conn/manage I couldn't believe that my longtime I'III'IILAltSaDC:dNUNE :i 

favorite and hitherto-respected source Visitour Websiteatpop- INTERNAnONAL ~ 
sci.com. or check us out on EDITIONS 

of Science and technology news acted AOL at keyword "popsci: For inquiries regarding ~ 
so irresponsibly in publishing an arti- international l icensing or ~ 

OUESnONS FOR FYI syndication, please contact l!! 
de that aids people in breaking the We answer your science syndication@popsci.com. ~ 

~--------------------------------~----------------------------~S 
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Introducing Canon's newest DVD camcorders. 

B eing smal is very btg. And the Canon DC40 and DC1 00 DVD camcorders are two g1ants tn the world of sma11. 
But while these camcorders are indeed slim, cool and wonderfully portable, t11ey are more than JUSt a pretty 
face. They are form meets function meets affordab1lity. Tl1e OC40, awesome 1n 1ts power, offers 4 megaptxels 
for remarkable v1deo arKI extraordinary photos. And the DC1 00, while unbelievably shm, shoots in high resolution 
16:9 widescreen. Our point? It's good to be small. Visit www.canondv.com or call 1-800-0K-CANON. 

02006 C.•100 U.s.A. k~e. CJr.<;ll <> J 11>,J.. tet00 tr~l< ot C.100n Inc. In !ho Un.toc! Slates .JI1d mJf a:so be a ~'"lld trackJm..vk"' llutJOma<~ on ott""~. 

IMAGEANVWAR£ i6 a tr£ltMmalk ol C.'YIOtl. 

canon 
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Energy independence? 
The answer may be growing 

in our o bac ard. 



Corn can do amazing things. Corn can be refined into E85 

ethanol -an alternative fuel made up of 85% ethanol and 15% 

gasoline that not only burns cleaner than fossil fuels, it's also a 

homegrown renewable energy source that can help reduce our 

dependence on oil. GM already has 1.5 million FlexFuel Vehicles 

on the road that can run on gasoline or E85 ethanol. And it's 

just the beginning. Join the ride. Help turn your world yellow at 

LiveGreenGoYellow.com. Learn more about E85 ethanol, which 

GM vehicles can run on it, where you can get it and how you 

can make a difference. One car company can show you how. 

Only 

' ...... 



1591H A family of navigators. 

They can take you to any address and some 6 million business listings. 

Tell you when and where to turn. Some can even see traffic incidents 
ahead and suggest alternate routes*. Street smarts run in the family 
with Garmin's StreetPilote automotive navigators featuring the most 

accurate map data in the industry. The popular c330 comes with detailed 

maps and points of interest preloaded, so you can take it for a ride right 
out of the box. With simple operations, touch screen and turn-by-turn 

voice guidance, the c330 makes getting there fun and worry-free. 

Learn more family secrets about our StreetPilot navigators at 
• www.garmm.com 

i·series: c·series: 
great for teens or affordable nav for 
grads on the go any car. any driver 

2700 series: 
full·featured navigator 

for those who like options 

7200 series: 
the big picture plus audio, 
weather and traffic options 

• c340 offers traffic service options in select cities; requires GTM 11 receiver and possible subscription. NASDAQ GRMN 
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Starter/ 
throttle lever 

RevoPower r---; 
Wheel 

TI;(E IG~TS : 

nder 

Crank 

iss ion 

Muffler 

Axle 

I POPSCI.CO M I 

2[) 
Running shoes 
with steel laces 

Fuel lines to 
carburetor 

Silencer 

Starter/throttle 
control 

Infrared night vision 
for your car 

2E; 
Internet calls-no 
computer required 

CYCLE YOUR WAY OUT OF TRAFFIC JAMS and 

high fuel costs-without breaking a sweat. 

Simply slide a canister of gasoline into your 

water-bottle holder, clip a throttle to your 

handlebars, and swap your front wheel 

for the Wheel, designed by Denver

based RevoPower lrevopower.com). The 

Wheel's hub holds a 23cc, two-stroke 

internal combustion engine and a 

superthin gear train; less than three 

inches thick, it all fits between the 

prongs of your bike's front fork. Start 

pedaling and squeeze the throttle, and 

the engine kicks in, rotating the wheel 

around its fixed axle and boosting your 

power. Let the throttle go, and you can keep 

pedaling as usual. Just remember two things: 

Bring your driver's license !the engine may trig

ger regulations in some states). and don't drink 

from the water bottle.-LAUREN AARONSON 

REVOPOWER WHEEL 

SIZE: 26 in . 
WEIGHT: 15 lbs. 
SPEED: 20 mph 
POWER: 1.1 horsepower 
EFFICIENCY: 200 mpg 
PRICE: $400; avarlable rn early 2007 

LOAFER . ' ' ' '1 I . I I , 
LANCE 

!> 

BEST FOR ---- - -- - --- ... - -

I JUNE 2oos l PoPuLAR sciENcE lm I 
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OFF-THE-WALL SOUND 
Unlike other in-wall models, these speakers' woofers sit in a ported 
cabinet- similar to floor-standing speakers enabling them to pro
duce booming bass. Axiom W22 $650 per pair; axiomaudio.com 
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I, SHOWER 
The first fully digital 
shower system. Punch in 
your desired temperature 
and water pressure, and 
the system regulates the 
water to make sure it 
sprays how you like it. 
Kohler DTV $2,000; 
kohler. com 

DINNER THEATER 
The 10.4-inch LCD on this 
fridge's door sports a lV tuner 
and stereo speakers. It's remov
able, so you can pop it out and 
take your shows to the dining 
room. Samsung PopCon 
$3,500; samsung.com 

.&• • 
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NO MORE DOUBLE 
Turn the dial on the back, and 

ratcheting spool pulls on the nylol 
polymer-coated stainless-st~ 

laces to snug up your kid 
North Face Endurl 

XCR Boa $13 
northface.co 

BASS-LOVING BUDS 
Other earbuds use armature 
drivers- small, vibrating rods tha 
produce sound. These use fully 
miniaturized loudspeakers. givin£ 
them uncharacteristically deep 
bass as well as clear high notes. 
XtremeMac FSl $150; 
xtrememac.com 

CopynghtL'd ma:enal 
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GIVE YOUR 
BACK A BREAK 
This laptop lugger looks 
weird, but it's worth the 
embarrassment. The shoulder 
pads direct the weight of the 
load across your entire back 
instead of on one shoulder. 
And it's easy to sling on. 
Ogio Shling Laptop Bag 
$200; ogio.com 

• 
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MICROCHIP 
SHOT 
Slice your drive into 
the rainforest? 
A tiny radar chip in 
each ball communi
cates with the scanner 
so you can find it. 
RadarGolf $250; 
radargolf.com 

' " 

MAID OF THE MIST 
Push a button, and this 
showerhead-mounted gizmo 
sprays cleaning solution in a 
360-degree arc around the tub. 
Automatic Shower Cleaner 
$25; sbasc.com 

• I I 
I 

• • • • 

KLUTZ-PROOF 
Not only is this 7.1-

mega pixel pocket shooter 
waterproof to 1 0 feet, 

but the circuit board 
is on a shock-absorbing 

bracket, so it can withstand 
a five-foot fall. Olympus 

Stylus 720 SW $400; 
olympusamerica.com 

GUIDED BY 
THE LIGHT 
Having trouble cutting 
a straight line? Try a 
pair of laser-guided 
scissors. Click a button 
on the handle, and it 
emits a laser beam 
across whatever 
you're slicing . 
ldeaworks loser 
Scissors $15; 
jobar.com 

• 
• 

WHAT'S NE W i 
'~- - .. 

SWEET-SOUNDING 
MUSIC SERVER 

Because the 400-gig drive 
inside floats on a special 

bearing, it's silent, so it 
won't muck up the sound 

of your music Holds 1,1 00 
CDs, ripped in high-quality 

lossless-compression format. 
Olive Opus $3,000; olive.us 

...... 

MULTIMEDIA 
MULTITASKING 
Surf the Web while watching 
the big game. This 20-inch LCD 
is the first monitor that can dis
play lV shows and your PC's 
screen at the same time.l ,650 
x 1 ,080 pixels. Sony MFM
HT205 $900; sonystyle.com 

• . 
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Kodak's new pocket shooter lets you resurrect deleted photos 

WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME you-
dang !-erased a once-in-a-lifetime 
picture? Until now, it was nearly impossible 
to correct ~hose mishaps. Kodak's sleek, 
palm-size EasyShare V61 0 eliminates your 
cancellation calamities by storing the photo 
you've just ki lled in its memory even after 
you've moved onto the next frame. Just 
erased a keeper? Select "undo delete, " 
and the picture comes back. The V61 0 also 
has Bluetooth and in-camera image correc
tion that can help bad lighting and other 
common mistakes. So snap a pic, clean it 
up, and send it to your e-mail-capable 
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mobile phone to blast it off to family and 
friends-no PC necessary. And the dual
lens setup gives it a mammoth 1 Ox optical 
zoom.-JACKSON LYNCH 

KODAK EASYSHARE V610 

RESOLUTION: 6.1 megapixels 
ZOOM: 10x optical, 4x digital 
LCD: 2.8-inch TFT 
VIDEO: VGA, 30 fps 
DIMENSIONS: 2.2 (h) X 4.4 (w) X 

0.9 (d) inches 
GET IT: $450; kodak. com 

~ .. -TESTE:tf _- ---- .• 
- - . - ~ ---- -- - -

NEW LONGER
LIFE BATTERIES 
Batteries aimed at the unique needs of 
digital cameras use new chemical con
coctions to deliver faster flashes and 
double the exposures. We spent 
weeks snapping thousands of flash 
photos with a Fujifilm FinePix 59000 
and found out that the new batteries 
(and this camera) are very efficient. 
Conventional alkalines lasted 533 
shots. But that's nothin' . . . 

DURACELL POWERPIX 
920 SHOTS; $5 for 4 
Nickel Oxy Hydroxide (NiOOH), the 
new chemical cocktail inside Duracell's 
PowerPix, is better at high-drain bursts 
and gives more kick than alkaline 
cells-1 . 7 volts instead of 1.5, so your 
camera focuses faster and your flash is 
ready again sooner. duracell.com 

PANASONIC OXYRIDE 
990 SHOTS; $5 for 4 
Oxyrides, available in Japan for two 
years now, were the first batteries to 
use NiOOH technology. According to 
Panasonic, their slightly longer life is 
due to a manufacturing technique 
that crams extra material into the cell. 
panasonic.com 

ENERGIZER e2 LITHIUM 
3,107 SHOTS; $10 for 4 
Energizer's e2 batteries use 
energy-dense lithium to 
deliver steady voltage throughout 
discharge. Lithium stores more power 
than NiOOH or alkaline, which makes 
for the crazy-long life. They're pricey, 
but worth it. energizer. com 

I 
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OPLE CHOOSE 
'S GLUE. 
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TECH 
TREND 

THE TREND 
Internet phone service goes mobile, 

freeing consumers to make lower

cost calls from nearly anywhere. 

WHY NOW 

' -

Cheap-even free-wireless VoiP, without a computer 
With Wi-Fi networks in coffee shops, 

airports and public parks, a Wi-Fi

enabled VoiP phone is nearly as 

useful as a cellphone. 
FORGET AT&T AND THE LIKE. The only phone company you need is Skype, which 
routes your calls over the Internet and costs around two cents a minute. And now you 
can almost forget your cell phone provider too-with this new Voice over Internet Protocol 
(VoiP) gear, you can make calls using Skype (or Vonage, another VoiP provider) f rom just 
about anywhere. No computer or dorky headset required.-MICHAEL MYSER 

HOW YOU'LL BENEFIT 
You get cheap phone service without 

being tethered to your computer. 
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NETGEAR SKYPE 
WI-FI PHONE 
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Power up the phone on any wire
less network, enter your Skype 
username and password, and your 
Skype contacts will populate the 
handset's color LCD screen. Call 
them free, or phone outside num
bers for about two cents a minute. 

SIZE: 4.3 X 1.8 X 
0.8 in. 
WEIGHT: 3.8 oz. 
BATTERY LIFE: 
3 hours talk; 
SO hours standby 
SERVICE: Skype 

:::::::::::: .. 
ffEffEEEE:E:E:~:: . 
•••••••••••••••• ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·••••••••••••••••• 
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VONAGE UTSTARCOM 
F1000 WI-FI HANDSET 

Find a hotspot and turn on the 
F1 000, and you can make un
limited calls to the U.S. or Canada 
for $25 a month. The Vonage 
handset acts a lot like a good cell
phone; it's got three-way calling, 
call waiting~ven ring tones. 

-----: $130; vonage.com 
•• 

==~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~\ 
=::::::::::::: 

=::::::::::: ·-········ ·-:-:-:-:-•••••••• • • • ·-·-·-· • • • -.-.-. -:-:-••• ••• ••• •• •• 

SIZE: 4.2 x 1. 7 x 
0.9 in. 
WEIGHT: 3.5 oz. 
BATTERY LIFE: 
5 hours talk; 
50 hours standby 
SERVICE: Vonage 

ACTIONTEC VOSKY CALL CENTER 

This router lets you access your Skype account remotely from any 
phone in the world, so you can make cheap calls away f rom 
home. Just hook up the box to your landline and your Internet
enabled PC, and anytime you call your home number, you'll be 
connected to the Call Center. Follow voice prompts to log into 
your Skype account, and dial away. 

SIZE: 4.5 x 3.4 x 1 in. 
WEIGHT: 5.1 oz. 
SERVICE: Skype 
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: PC running Windows 2000 or 
XP; analog telephone and number; Internet connection 
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A new generation of tools puts 
pro-quality work within reach of the 
layman. It's time to upgrade the old 
workbench BY MARK CLEMENT 

THE COST OF GOING PRO 

NORWOLF SWIVEL HAMMER $85 
FESTOOL C12 DRILL DRIVER $345 I 
PACIFIC LASER SYSTEMS PLS2E $330 
BLACK & DECKER AUTO WRENCH $30 
L.S. STARRETT PROSITE 
PROTRACTOR 505A-7 $79 
CRESCENT R2 RAPID RENCH $29 
TOTAL $898 

l:znl POPULAR sc i ENCE I JUNE 2oosl 

0 THE PRYING HAMMER 
~---~ This tool's head pivots to let you cus

tomize its prying angle. Swivel it 
down for nail-hooking leverage, or 
flatten the head to get under over
head molding and rip it off the wall. 
Norwolf Swivel Hammer $85; 
norwolf.com 

@ SMALL DRILL, BIG POWER 
The first cordless drill with a brushless 
motor, the C12 is the smallest, light
est 12-volt model around. But don't 
call it dinky: It's also the most power
ful drill of its size. Festool C12 $345; 
festoolusa.com 

@ MR. FIX-IT'S LIGHT SHOW 
Construction projects depend on 
plumb and level lines. This self
adjusting laser box shoots both, and 
it's the first such device that fits in 
the palm of your hand. Pacific laser 
Systems PlS2E $330; p/slaser.com 

0 ONE-HANDED BOLT BITER 
A micro-motor and battery enable the 
new Auto Wrench to adjust its jaw 
opening automat ically. Push a button, 
and the jaws get the best grip on the 
bolt- no fiddling required. Black & 
Decker Auto Wrench 
$30; b/ackanddecker.com 

@ THE ANGLE FINDER 
This tool reads unknown angles
like between the panels on your bay 
window- and then tells you how to 
set your miter saw to copy the 
angle. LS. Starrett Prosite Protrac
tor 505A-7 $79; lsstarrett.com 

@ TWIST ALMOST ANYTHING 
The tool's steel jaws are shaped to 

\ turn bolts, but unlike a socket, they 
can grip pretty much anything. 
Adjust the jaws from ~ to ~ of an 
inch using the thumbwheel. 
Crescent R2 RapidRench $29; 
cooperhandtoo/s.com 
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0 SONY. 
CREATE HD 

.-J 
•"

EDIT HD HEAR HD 

~ 

-~ -- ~~ 

ENJOY HD 

Whoever said memories had to be fuzzy? Catch everything in Sony® HD. The sony HDR-HC3 
Handycam camcorder is the world's smallest and lightest 108oi high-definitron camcorder~ HOM I- connectivity, 
4 megapixel still capture, and ClearVid~ CMOS Sensor all work in unison to deliver the crispest, clearest, most 
brilliant picture. Sony's total HD solution, from camcorder to television and everything in between, lets you 
capture emotion in every detail. Create, Edit, Hear and Enjoy HD. sony.com!hdworld 
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An airplane you 
park in the garage 

New tech sniffs 
for nukes in Iran 

Soccer-playing robots 
kick it in Germany 
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IS IT NINGALIENS? 
Nearly 50 tons of mysterious red particles showered India in 
2001. Now the race is on to figure out what the heck they are 

; ~------------------------------------------------------------
9 
~ AS BIZARRE AS IT MAY SEEM, the sample jars brimming with cloudy, reddish 
g rainwater in Godfrey Louis's laboratory in southern India may hold, well, aliens. In 
Cl 

April, Louis, a solid-state physicist at Mahatma Gandhi University, published a paper 
:!5 
::; in the prestigious peer-reviewed journal Astrophysics and Space Science in which he 
~ hypothesizes that the samples--water taken from the mysterious blood-colored show-
::> 
8 ers that fell sporadically across Louis's home state of Kerala in the summer of 

"' ~ 2001--contain microbes from outer space. 
~ Specifically, Louis has isolated strange, thick -walled, red-tinted cell-like structures 
~ ::e about 1 0 microns in size. Stranger still, dozens of his experiments suggest that the parti-
~ .des may lack DNA yet still reproduce plentifully, even in water superheated to nearly 
~ 6oo·F. (The known upper limit for life in water is about 250.F.) So how to explain them? 

Oo 

0 

0~ 

E.T. UNDER THE MICROSCOPE Scientists 
have yet to identify the unusual particles 
[above, magnified 500 times] isolated 
from India's mysterious red rainwater. 

conditions of space and that the microbes 
hitched a ride on a comet or meteorite that 
later broke apart in the upper atmosphere 
and mixed with rain clouds above India. If 
his theory proves correct, the cells would be 
the first confirmed evidence of alien life 
and, as such, could yield tantalizing new 
clues to the origins of life on Earth. 

Last winter, Louis sent some of his 
samples to astronomer Chandra Wickra
masinghe and his colleagues at Cardiff 
University in Wales, who are now attempt
ing to replicate his experiments; Wickra
masinghe expects to publish his initial find
ings later this year. 

Meanwhile, more down-to-earth theo
ries abound. One Indian government 
investigation conducted in 2001 lays blame 
for what some have called the "blood 
rains" on algae. Other theories have impli
cated fungal spores, red dust swept up 
from the Arabian peninsula, even a fine 
mist of blood cells produced by a meteor 

~ Louis speculates that the particles could be extraterrestrial bacteria adapted to the harsh 
§ L_ ____________________________________________________________ _jLi~ 
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INVENTIONS 

I 
• 

An aeronautical engineer presents a new twist on the ol' flying car: the road-ready airplane 
EVEN THOUGH YOU'LL PARK IT IN YOUR GARAGE, drive it to your nearest airstrip, and pilot it to your destination, don't think of the Transition ao1 
flying car. Carl Dietrich, the MIT aeronautical-engineering graduate student who is designing the vehicle, prefers the term "readable aircraft"
meaning a plane that drives, not a car that flies. "We try to steer away from The Jetsons," Dietrich says. "It's a step in that direction, but a baby step .. · 

Still, in an age of hub-centric commercial fl ights, Dietrich thinks the ability to cruise between two of the 4,800 small airports nationwide and 
then drive to a final destination, whether your office or vacation home, will be irresistible to amateur pilots. He and his team are finishing a one-tiftt 
scale model for wind-tunnel tests. They hope to build a prototype within two years and to have the first Transitions rolling down runways by 2010 . .1 

The projected price tag? About $150,000, roughly the price of a fully loaded Ford GT sports car.-GREGORY MONE 



.... 

Two hinges lock into place when the wings 
extend, securing the plane for takeoff. 

I 

striking a high-flying flock of bats. 
Louis and his colleagues dismiss all 

these theories, pointing to the fact that 
both algae and fungus possess DNA and 
that blood cells have thin walls and die 
quickly when exposed to water and air. 
More important, they argue, blood cells 
don't repl icate. "We've already got 
some stunning pictures-transmission 
electron micrographs-of these cells 
sliced in the middle," Wickramasinghe 
says. "We see them budding, with little 
daughter cells inside the big cells." 

Louis's theory holds special appeal 
for Wickramasinghe. A quarter of a 

Could the strange 
microbes found in 
India's red rains 
hail from space? 
century ago, he co-authored the mod
ern theory of panspermia, which posits 
that bacteria-riddled space rocks 
seeded life on Earth. " If it's true that 
life was introduced by comets four bil
lion years ago," the astronomer says, 
"one would expect that microorgan
isms are still injected into our 
environment from t ime to time. This 
could be one of those events." 

The next significant step, explains 
University of Sheffield microbiologist 
Milton Wainwright, who is part of 
another British team now studying 
Louis's samples, is to confirm whether 
the cells truly lack DNA. So far, one pre
liminary DNA test has come back 
positive. "Life as we know it must con
tain DNA, or it's not life," he says. II But 
even if this organism proves to be an 
anomaly, the absence of DNA wouldn't 
necessarily mean it's extraterrestrial." 

Louis and Wickramasinghe are plan
ning further experiments to test the cells 
for specific carbon isotopes. If the results 
fall outside the norms for life on Earth, it 
would be powerful new evidence for 
Louis's idea, of which even Louis himself 
remains skeptical. " I would be most 
happy to accept a simpler explanation," 
he says, "but I cannot find any II 

- JEBEDIAH REED 
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ARCHITECTURE 
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Want a more thrilling view of the Grand Canyon? Take a 
stroll over the all-glass Skywalk, and you can hover above it 

STEP OUT ONTO the new Skywalk, 
and only a few sheets of glass will stand 
between you and a 15-second free-fall to 
the bottom of the Grand Canyon. Set to 
open late this year, this horseshoe
shaped footbridge (commissioned by the 
Hualapai Indian tribe, which owns the 
land) will jut 65 feet from the cliff edge 
and suspend 3,800 feet above the 
canyon floor, a height more than twice 
that of the world's tallest skyscraper. 

If you're a bridge, the Grand Canyon 
is probably the last place you'd want to 
be: 90mph vertical winds whip upward 
with tornado-like force, a condition 
endured by no other bridge in the world. 
To secure the Skywalk, Lochsa Engineer
ing in Las Vegas has cantilevered it atop 
the cliff with 94 steel rods that bore 46 

•• • tl • 

feet into the limestone rock. As a result, 
it can support 70 tons of weight, equiva
lent to roughly 700 hefty men, although 
the maximum occupancy is set at 120 
people. Three oscillating dampers-steel 
plates, each 3,200 pounds-inside the 
hollow bridge beams act as shock 
absorbers, moving up and down to neu
tralize the vibrations from foot traffic and 
wind gusts. For further support, the 
walkway itself will be constructed of 
three-inch-thick, heat-strengthened glass 
and enclosed by five-foot-tall glass walls. 

Too tame for you? Lochsa hints at 
future plans to ratchet up the thrill 
factor by turning a maintenance car 
designed to run on a track along the 
bottom of the Skywalk into a trolley 
ride for visitors.-ADAM M. BRIGHT 

MANLY SCIENCE 
The latest findings on the 
curious Y chromosome 

1 SWEET REVENGE Men are 
more likely than women to be 

pleased when bad guys get their 
comeuppance, according to a Univer
sity College London study. Scientists 
took MRI scans of subjects participat
ing in a simple Prisoner's Dilemma 
game, in which players can either 
cooperate with or double-cross each 
other. The scans revealed that when 
known traitors were punished with 
an electric shock, primitive reward 
areas of men's brains lit up. 

2 ALL MY CHILDREN Move 
over, Wilt Chamberlain. Trinity 

College Dublin geneticists say that 
more than three million men living 
today are descendants of an even 
more prolific patriarch, fifth-century 
Irish king Niall of the Nine Hostages. 
Like mitochondrial DNA in females, 
the Y chromosome remains intact as 
it is passed down, and 20 percent of 
the male population in some parts of 
Ireland carry Niall 's Y genes. 

3 SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST 
While confirming earlier studies 

that showed that stressed moms are 
more likely to miscarry male fetuses 
than female ones, scientists at the 
University of California at Berkeley 
also found that boys who survive 
stress in the womb live longer on 
average than those born during 
steadier times.-ELIZABETH SVOBODA 
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BIOTECHNOLOGY 
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STYROFOAM SOIL BACTERIA PLASTIC FORKS 

HEATERS 
Munching microbes may join the quest to recycle Styrofoam 

THROW AWAY your typical Styrofoam 
coffee cup, and it could take millio!)s of 
years to disintegrate. Now microbiologist 
Kevin O'Connor of University College 
Dublin and his colleagues have proposed 
a new technique that could help recycle 
the 2.3 million tons of Styrofoam (a.k.a. 
polystyrene) dumped in U.S. landfills every 
year. The key, O'Connor says, is a plastic
eating soil bacterium called Pseudomonas 
putida. Polystyrene is made of bonded 

styrene molecules culled from petroleum. 
P. putida can't eat the stuff outright, but it 
can metabolize its styrene, which is found 
naturally in soil. To render the Styrofoam 
edible, the team heats it to 968°F, melts it 
into black styrene oil, and feeds the oil 
to millions of bacteria. Forty-eight hours 
later, the microbes yield teensy granules 
of translucent plastic that can then be 
turned into utensils, credit cards, even 
heart stents. - LAURA ALLEN 

UH-ott 

FAILURE TO LAUNCH 

A fuM leak 
dooms 
Falcon 1. 

The low-cost SpaceX rocket burst into flames on 
its maiden flight in March. Here, a comparative look at the disaster 

8.7 
25 
ss 
41 
so 
1.5 

Cost, in millions of dollars, of the 70-foot-long, two
stage Falcon 1 rocket built by the California-based 
company SpaceX, minus the $700,000 payload 

Cost, in millions of dollars, of the comparably-sized 
Pegasus rocket, made by industry leader Orbital Sciences 

Number of rocket launches worldwide in 2005 

Percentage of rockets that fail on maiden launch 

Total cost, in millions of dollars, of all 2005 rocket failures 

Amount, in billions of dollars, for which SpaceX founder 
Elon Musk sold his previous company, PayPal, in 2002 

Sources: Space X. Fut ron Corporation. Federal Aviation Administration 
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FOLLOW 
THE MONEY 
New ultrathin radio 10 tags 
embedded in money can 
thwart counterfeiters 

FOR YEARS, radio-frequency iden
tification, or RFID, tags have been 
used to track everything from high
way tolls to pets, but only Hitachi's 
newest tag is skinny enough to fit 
inside a dollar bill. Just 0.15 mil
limeter square and 7.5 microns 
thick, it's a mere Y,s the size of the 
next smallest RFID chip. And it can 
do everything its predecessors can. 
Hitachi's tags store up to 128 bits 
of data- including prices, serial 
numbers and places of origin-that 
radio scanners can read from more 
than 1 0 feet away. 

RFID chips typically use thick 
metal guard rings to insulate their 
circuitry. The insulation limits elec
trical interference but makes the 
tags too bulky for thin products 
such as paper. Hitachi's weight-loss 
solution is to remove the rings and 
separate the circuits into individual 
wells coated with a t-hin insulating 
layer of silicon dioxide. 

So far, the new insulation trick 
has worked perfectly. An earlier 
version of the chip successfully de
buted in tickets for the 2005 World 
Exposition in Aichi, Japan, as a way 
to stop counterfeiters, and a new, 
even slimmer version could appear 
in Europe·an and Japanese currency 
within the next few years. When 
that happens, banks and businesses 
can simply scan the tagged bills to 
confirm their authenticity or trace 
their origins. -ELIZABETH SVOBODA 
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PHYSICS 

IS THIS A POWER PLANT 
OR A BOMB FACTORY? 
A portable, ultra-accurate nuke detector will help us find out 

IRAN IS EXPECTED to finish construe· 
tion of its first nuclear power reactor in 
just a few months, despite serious · 
international suspicion that the country 
plans to use the facility to make bombs 
instead of electricity. One has only to 
siphon off plutonium, a radioactive 
by-product of nuclear fission, from the 
reactor's fuel rods to obtain a key Ingre
dient for a warhead. 

A portable detector under develop
ment by engineers at the National Insti
tute of Standards and Technology could 
enable weapons inspectors to examine 
spent fuel rods on the spot for signs of 

such tampering, reducing the need for 
dangerous sample collections and time
consuming laboratory analysis. With 
the NIST device [see photograph, right]. 
an inspector scans the spent fuel rod 
from 1 0 to 20 feet away, and the 
detector pinpoints specific energy 
signatures of x-rays and gamma radia
tion emanating from material inside. If 
plutonium is missing, the device, unlike 
its predecessors, is sensitive enough to 
detect the corresponding low levels of 
radiation. The downside? NIST won't 
have a field-ready version for another 
few years.-RENA MARIE PACELLA 

The 4400: 
The Complete Second Season 

witll out-Df-lil-worl• 
special felllres. 

THE UNKNOWN HITS HOME ON OVO. 
5.23.08 
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ANATOMY OF A NUKE SNIFFER 
The NIST prototype consists of 16 sen
sors. Each sensor absorbs radiation 
and converts it to heat, then measures 
temperature changes. 

Tin radiation 
absorber 

Cryogenic 
thermometer 
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

Soccer-playing humanoids kick off one of the biggest robotics competitions of the year 

AS WORLD CUP SOCCER rages in Germany this month, 350 
teams from around the world will convene in the city of Bremen 
to compete in the robotic equivalent, the 1Oth annual RoboCup 
World Championship. The goal, so to speak, of this event is highly 
ambitious: to create android athletes that could whip the human 
world-champion soccer team by the year 2050-and, along the 
way, advance the field of artificial intelligence. 

which range from Sony Aibo dogs to dwarf-size bipedal 'bats, tend 
to topple easily, botch passes, and quit when their batteries run 
low. Still, by robot standards, they've got game: The humanoids 
can play a 20-minute match, replete with holding penalties and 
goal thrashing, and teams of networked 'bots can score without 
any human interference. Give them 44 more years of practice, and 
they might well be signing autographs, not to mention million
dollar contracts. Here, our favorite players.-PATRICK 01 JUSTO David Beckham need not worry anytime soon. The players, 

ROBOT THE PLAYER STANDINGS STRENGTH 

ROBOCUP LAVAL 
University of 
Laval 
Quebec 

NIMBRO 
University 
of Freiburg 
Germany 

NORTHERN BITES 
Bowdoin Col 
Maine 

The darling of the Small Robot 
League, this 8.6-inch-tall 'bot 
guides a golf ball around the field, 
executing plays sent from a side
line computer. Two cameras above 
the field track teammates and foes. 

Competing in the Humanoid 
League, NimbRo is a 3.3-foot-tall, 
11-pound autonomous bipedal 
that can run, dribble, kick, recover 
from falls, and strategize with 
teammates. 

This reprogrammed Sony Aibo 
robot dog is our pick in the Four
Legged League. Like humans, the 
pooch masters ball handling 
through practice, using corrective 
software to learn from mistakes. 

A strong competitor since 2001, 
Laval's team of five networked 
'bots are favored to win but 
will have to outmaneuver 27 
other teams. 

Last year's runner-up, this 
veteran team is poised to 
dethrone the reigning champ 
Team Osaka in two-on-two 
matches. 

The first-time championship 
competitor is a true underdog. 
It will pit its four-dog team 
against 23 others, most of 
which will be led by robotics 
powerhouses. 

Most nimble. Redesigned wheels 
feature higher ground clearance, 
providing greater mobility on 
uneven surfaces. For extra traction, 
Laval sports tires made of the rub
ber 0-rings used in car engines. 

Greatest dexterity. NimbRo can 
get up from fall~ quickly, thanks to 
attitude sensors, ultra-strong 
carbon-composite feet and 21 
actuator-controlled joints. 

Best navigator. Northern Bites 
builds super-accurate models of 
the field by combining prepro
grammed data, input from a video 
camera, touch sensors and com
munication from teammates. 

2030 YOUR DOCTOR MAKES MOUTH CALLS 
Anup Singh, chemical engineer, Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, California 
Now there's one more thing to add to your morning regimen. After brushing and f lossing, stick a saliva sensor onto your tooth 

(pre-fitted to the molar of your choice), and the paper-thin device will scan your spit for signs of lung cancer 
and flu, among other illnesses. Embedded in the sensor are dozens of antibodies designed to detect early
warning signs of disease by binding to molecular abnormalities in saliva. If the sensor picks up on any disease 
activity, it wirelessly transmits a diagnosis to your cell phone, which then dials your doctor for an appointment. 
Not just for medical diagnosis, the tooth cap also functions as a handy "intoximeter," measuring the alcohol 
content in your saliva, then alerting you when you've had too many cocktails to drive. 

ANUP SINGH IS DEVELOPING A HANDHELD DETECTOR THAT TESTS SALIVA FOR GUM AND HEART DISEASE. 
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' SilVerado 1500 2WD4.8LV8engine,EPAestimated MPG 16city, 21 highway; Ford F-150SuperC(ew2WO 4.6LV8engine, EPA estimated MPG 15city,19highway; Dodge Ram 15002WD Quad cab 
3. 7L V6 engine, EPA estimated MPG 16 city, 21 highway. t MSRP. Tax, title, license, dealer fees, and optional equipment extra ... Dependability based on longevity: 1981-July 2005 full-line light
duty truck company registrations. Excludes other GM divisions. Silverado and Crew cab are registered trademarks and Chevy is a trademark of the GM Corp. C2006 GM Corp. Buckle up,America! 
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THAT ARE SET TO CHANG!; YOUR WORLD 
FROM A CAR THAT CAN'T CRASH to a bathroom that cleans itself to a 
gadget that gives you photographic memory, technology is poised to 
improve every aspect of your life. To find the ideas featured here, 
we looked at the most promising lab work go "ng on today, then 
projected where that tech will be 5, 10 or. 25 years down the 
road. Our conclusion: It will make your life easier, safer-and 
more fun. For the best of what"s to come, read on. 
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Researchers are zeroing in on a long-sought goal of human healing: organs that can regenerate 

ALTHOUGH DOCTORS may someday 
heal weakened body parts by infusing 
them with stem cells that develop into 
specialized tissues, coaxing the body's 
own cells to become self-repairing 
would be an even bigger biological 
coup. What if we could simply prompt 
damaged organs to repair themselves? 

Glenn Larsen, the chief scientific 

be the first to take the revolutionary 
step of harnessing these natural 
processes to grow new tissue where 
and when it is needed. With restored 
heart-muscle function, patients would 
be able to resume swimming, running 
or just gardening much sooner. They 
would also be less prone to congestive 
heart failure, which kills more than 

heart cells will begin to develop, ftlling 
in the dead-tissue gaps. The result: 
Within a few weeks, heart-muscle func
tion will be permanently restored. 

"BY RELEASING THE GENETIC BRAKES, IT'S POSSIBLE 
TO GET DIFFERENT TYPES OF CELLS TO PROLIFERATE." 

Human trials of Hydra's cardiac 
drugs won't begin for another few 
years, but experimental evidence 
already points to the treatment's poten
tial. Last year, Hydra researchers 
induced heart attacks in rats, then 
dosed them with CRF-1, one of the pro
tein compounds under investigation, 
for 10 days. A month after their heart 
attacks, the rats receiving treatment 
demonstrated heart-muscle function 
that was about 20 percent better than 
that of the control group. 

officer at Hydra Biosciences in Boston, 
has been chasing this regenerative 
dream for the past four years. With 
help from a team of Harvard University 
researchers, Larsen and his colleagues 
are developing protein-based drugs that 
encourage the regrowth of muscle tis
sue that has died after a heart attack. 

''The heart is constantly secreting 
chemical factors it needs to maintain 
itself," Larsen explains. "All we're 
doing is trying to enhance that." Fair 
enough, but his company is likely to 
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so,ooo Americans every year. 
The strategy Larsen envisions is 

simple, though groundbreaking. 
Patients will use a self-delivery device, 
such as an inhaler or supersonic drug 
gun, to propel the regenerative protein 
molecules into their bloodstream. The 
circulating molecules will bind to recep
tors on the surfaces of their damaged 
heart-muscle cells, touching off a chemi
cal reaction that mutes the activity of 
genes inhibiting cell division. Once this 
biological switch has been thrown, new 

"Can we get regeneration to work? 
The answer is yes," says Mark Keating, a 
Hydra co-founder and the head of 
human genetics at the Novartis Insti
tutes for Biomedical Research in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. "By releas
ing the genetic brakes, so to speak, it's 
possible to get different types of cells to 
proliferate." -Elizabeth Svoboda 

20 YEARS: BUG-BASED WEIGHT LOSS 

SLIM-FAST -WITH A BACTERIA BOOST! 
Thanks to Washington University researchers' recent identification 
of naturally-occurring intestinal bacteria that influence fat storage, 
bacteria-containing shakes may emerge as a slim-down solution. 
To maintain the ideal gut-flora balance for optimum weight loss, 
dieters would chug a shake or two a day, possibly containing bac
teria harvested from the stomachs of slim people. 

25 YEARS: MALE BIRTH CONTROL 

WOMEN DEVELOP A LOVE OF WORMS 
Researchers at Keele University in England think they've found the 
basis for equal-opportunity birth control: a chemical derived from 
a tapeworm found in freshwater fish. The compound-potentially 
administered in patch or pill form-suppresses pituitary-gland 
function, preventing the secretion of sex hormones at levels neces
sary for either egg or sperm production. 

Copyngllted matenal 



themselves from within 

SHOT TO THE HEART 
Cardiac patients could 
dose themselves using a 
pain-free, needle-less 
gun that employs super
sonic speed to propel a 
regeneration drug into 
the skin. 

1. The protein-based 
drug molecules penetrate 
heart-muscle cells and 
suppress production of 
an enzyme called p38 
that ordinarily limits 
tissue growth. 

2. With p38 turned off, 
mature heart-muscle cells 
de-differentiate, which 
allows them to multiply 
rapidly and mature into 
new heart muscle. 

3. The dead tissue is 
replaced by brand-new 
healthy tissue. 

--
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An accident-free future is a matter of connecting the dots between today's cutting 

BLINDING RAIN. Careening traffic. Dis
tracted drivers. There are lots of reasons 
why car crashes are America's leadjng 
cause of accidental death. And one way 
that most accidents could be prevented: 
with cars that predict a coming colli
sion- and take action to stop it. 

The key to the crash-free future is 
vehicle-to-vehicle communication, or 
Y2V. Some advances that would make 
Y2Y possible are already on the way. 
Increasingly sophisticated GPS will 
soon allow you to pinpoint your vehi
cle's precise location at any given 
moment, and stability-control systems 
that track your car's speed and direction 
are even now feeding such information 
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to onboard computers. The primary 
remaining challenge is finding the 
means to commurucate that data to cars 
in your projected path. 

To encourage the development of 
Y2Y, the Federal Commurucations 
Commission has cleared the 5·9· 
gigahertz band for derucated short
range communications (DSRC) among 
cars, other cars, and roadside trans
ceivers. Volkswagen's Electronics 
Research Laboratory- which helped 
build the autonomous VW Touareg that 
won last year's Darpa Grand Challenge 
robotic race-recently fitted two Jettas 
and two Audi A3s with DSRC units and 
used Y2V to successfully run them, 

platoon-style, through San francisco. 
"The technology is doable right now," 
says Carsten Bergmann, a VW lab man
ager. (Of course, getting the right data 
to the right car at the right time calls for 
fiendjshly complicated threat-detection 
algorithms that are far easier with four 
cars than with hundreds of them.) 

General Motors has gone one better 
than VW with a demonstration DSRC
equipped Cadillac CTS that stops itself 
to avoid accidents. Its enhanced 
stability-control system preructs where 
it's headed-like, into the rear end of 
another DSRC car stopped in the mid
dle of the road-and prompts the 
onboard computer to apply the brakes 
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without any input from the driver. 
The effect is very cool. It's also a little 
spooky, and many doubt that live-free
or-die Americans will ever sign off on 
fully autonomous vehicles. 

Luckily, engineer Tomiji Sugimoto 
and his team at Honda R&D are work
ing on a human-machine interface 
that will keep drivers in the loop. 
Head-up displays are a no-brainer. But 

ffi Honda is also developing what's called 

0 haptic feedback, such as shaking steer-
8 ing wheels and pedals that vibrate. 
~ "We're talking about a system that 
~ acts like a backseat driver," Sugimoto 
~ says. Except it's a backseat driver 
~ that's always right- Preston Lerner 

5 YEARS: · 

FIX YOUR RIDE BEFORE IT BREAKS 
Right now. BMW sedans feature teleservice: Your car sends a message to your 
mechanic when it's time for an oil change or other prescheduled service. But in 
the next few years, a company spokesperson says, "teleservice wil l become 
telediagnostics," and your car will e-mai l you when, say, one of your fuel 
injectors is malfunctioning or when it detects trouble with the alternator. 

5 YEARS: SMART GLASS 

USE YOUR WINDSHIELD 
TO DIAL BACK THE SUN 
You may finally be able to stop 
f iddling with your visor. The French 
company Saint-Gobain has developed 
an electrochromic glass that is infused 
with tungsten wires and darkens at 
the turn of a dial. The wires charge an 
oxide coating on the glass that blocks 
both ultraviolet rays and the sun's 
heat. Ferrari is using the material in 
the roof of its limited-edit ion 2005 
Superamerica; expect to see the tech
nology on your own sports car in less 
than a decade. 

15 YEARS: MORPHING TIRES 

10 YEARS: JOY-DRIVE 

LOOK, MA, NO 
STEERING WHEEL! 
Advances in computer processing have 
led automakers to develop new and 
better controls, like electronic antilock 
brakes, that minimize driver error. 
Mercedes has taken the trend to its 
logical conclusion with an SL-Ciass 
concept car controlled by a joystick. 
Their "sidesticks" are more precise and 
intuitive than conventional steering 
wheels, Mercedes engineers say, but 
the public isn't yet ready to let go of the 
wheel. Our bet: When today's kids 
reach driving age, they will be. 

ON-ROAD OR OFF-ROAD? HOW ABOUT BOTH? 
Drivers will ultimately be able to swap smooth, high-performance road tires with knobby 

dirt treads in an instant, thanks to the powers of electroactive polymers. The material. 

which has a muscle-like ability to change shape with an electrical charge, is now the hottest 

thing in robotics. Industrial designer James Owen thinks the same tech can be used on the 

road, siphoning power from the hybrid-electric motors he believes will soon become ubiqui

tous. Michelin agrees: Owen's plan won an award in the company's 2006 design challenge . 
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Software will allow you to easily carry years' worth of searchable memories-

HUMANS NATURALLY HAVE the power 
to remember almost two bits of infor
mation per second, or a few hundred 
megabytes over a lifetime. Compared 
with a DVD movie, which holds up to 
17 gigabytes, that's nothing. Worse, you 
might easily recall the 4o-year-old dia
logue from Hogan's Heroes yet forget 
your mom's birthday. Or memorize 
reams of sports stats while spacing out 
on work you completed just last week. 

It's a problem that's been bothering 
Gordon Bell for almost as long as he 
can remember. In 1998 Bell, a senior 
researcher at Microsoft, began digitally 
capturing his entire life for a project he 
calls MyLifeBits. First, he scanned his 
old photographs, research documents 
and notes. He began recording his 
meetings and phone calls and catalogu
ing his new photos and movies he saw. 
Every e-mail exchange he had was digi
tally archived, and he started using the 
company's prototype SenseCam, which 
he wears around his neck, to automati
cally snap photos throughout the day. 

Bell now documents about one 
gigabyte of information every month, 

S YEARS: DIGITAL WINGMAN 

DOES LIKE YOU? 
ASK YOUR CELLPHONE 
"You need advice," says An mol Madan 
of MIT's Media lab. "Your cellphone 
could do it." For the past year, Madan 
has been developing "socially aware" 
software that uses algorithms to ana
lyze activity, stress and empathy in the 
human voice. The software (one version 
is dubbed the Jerk-0-Meter) determines 
if you sound suave or boorish-mean
ing, if you're about to score or strike 
out. A prototype won raves at speed
dating rounds, and Madan says it could 
be commercialized soon. 
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all of which is stored in a searchable 
database on his PC. His is a highly 
manual process, but he expects that 
in as few as 15 years it will be common 
to carry nearly all our "memories" 
around with us in a single device that 
will automatically record the sound and 
video of our daily activities, creating an 
inventory of the conversations we have, 
the faces we see and the articles we 
read. That data would be tied to com
munications that are already tracked 
electronically, like e-mail and event cal
endars, as well as TV shows, movies 
and other media we take in. The end 

than 30 seconds. Soon, when searching 
through meeting notes, for instance, 
photos of people attending those meet
ings and their contact information will 
appear side by side. The effort could be 
pushed along by Columbia University 
researchers who are using statistical
analysis programs to automatically sort 
hours of recorded audio by time and 
location (office, cafe, etcetera). Next, 
they'll tackle speaker recognition, which 
would allow for categorizing and search
ing conversation by who's talking. 

Meanwhile, miniaturization and the 
falling cost of image sensors and data 

A SINGLE DEVICE WILL AUTOMATICALLY RECORD THE 
SOUND AND VIDEO OF OUR DAI LY ACTIVITIES. 

result: on-demand total recall. 
The biggest challenge to Bell's 

vision is developing the software 
required to search your memory data
base effectively. So far, MyLifeBits pulls 
together more than 20 data types to 
link various memories to one another. 
Using a full-text search, Bell tracks 
down what he's looking for in no more 

storage will soon allow for unobtrusive 
recording, as well as on-person storage, 
of several terabytes- which means a 
vast upgrade in personal processing 
power. "Having a surrogate memory 
creates a freeing and secure feeling," 
Bell says of his self-experiment. "It's 
similar to having an assistant with per
fect memory." - Michael Myser 

10 YEARS: E- NEWSPAPER 

READING THE MONITOR 
Forget buying the newspaper for your 
commute every morning. E-paper 
technologies will eventually allow for 
flexible screens the size and weight of 
a slim magazine that could be used 
for all your on-the-go reading. The 
company E Ink has already developed 
a type of rigid e-book that uses power 
only between virtual page turns and 
that's easy to read, even in direct sun
light. The next step is shrinking the 
technology down so that you can 
easily fold your "paper" into your 
back pocket just like the real thing. 
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in your pocket 

PROCESSING 
POWER Upgrading 
our memory is a 
matter of improving 
our recording and 
retrieving abilities. At 
the current pace of 
miniaturization, cam
era components could 
be made tiny enough 
to fit in a contact 
lens !AI in just a 
few years. A high 
precision microphone 
could fit in your 
ear !Bl . And the data 
could be downloaded 
to a searchable hand
held gadget !Cl. 
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NOT SO LONG AGO, chemical engineers 
discovered how to use titanium dioxide 
to keep buildings free of discoloring 
pollution. Landmarks such as the 
virgin-white Dives in Misericordia 
Church in Rome and the Marunouchi 
Building in Tokyo were among the first 
to be coated with the semiconductor, 
which breaks down organic mole
cules- including those in grime and 
pollution-when exposed to light and 
water and then releases them into the 
air. Soon after, Ti02 -based self-cleaning 
products, like SunCiean windows from 
PPG Industries, hit the home market. 

But to bring the technology inside 
the home, where it could eliminate the 
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need for hours of tedious housework 
every week, researchers must overcome 
a major limitation: The technology cur
rently responds only to ultraviolet light 
from the sun. Enter materials engineer 
Michael Cortie and his colleagues at the 
Institute for Nanoscale Technology in 
Sydney, Australia, who are working to 
perfect a coating that can respond to 
the visible spectrum- that is, the light
bulb hanging from your bathroom 
ceiling. So long, toilet brush. 

Two chemical qualities make Ti02 
an all-purpose cleaner. First, the chemi
cal is light-sensitive. When it is struck 
by photons, it reacts with air and water 
vapor to accelerate the breakdown of 

.~:. 
;,e) 

organic materials. It's a bit like an artifi
cial photosynthesis, but whereas plants 
use sunlight to break down carbon 
dioxide and turn it into oxygen, Ti02 
uses light to turn scourges like grease 
and bacteria into carbon dioxide, hydro
gen and other by-products that escape 
into the air. Second, Ti02 is hydro
philic, or water-loving. Instead of 
repelling water-as tiles and glass do 
when they encourage water to bead
materials coated with Ti02 attract 
water, causing it to "sheet" across the 
surface, taking by-products and over
size particles with it. The result: Guck 
rarely gets a chance to build up, and it 
washes away easily when it does. 
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LIGHT BRIGHT Surfaces coated with 
titanium dioxide could read with 
an overhead light to continuously 
dissipate dirt, mildew and bacteria. 

light switch 

What's needed to take the sun out 
of the equation? Cortie says Ti02 's 
atomic structure must be changed so 
that it's compatible with the energy 
spectrum of visible light-no easy 
task. Plus, that alteration must be 
made without disrupting its chemical 
inertness; otherwise, it might not stay 
put on whatever it's meant to coat. 

Cortie is undeterred. And he's con
vinced that Ti02 has a home market. 
"Just look at the range of antibacterial 
sprays and wipes out there," he says. 
"People are demons for cleanliness. If 
it's a product that doesn't need to be 
sprayed-that's just always there
even better." - Ethan Todras-Whitehill 

10 YEARS: SMART FRIDGE 
~ r 

STOP LOOKING FOR THAT CHEESE 1 
Radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags are already 
being used to track large items within stores. Before 
long, they could also help you track your own inventory. 
Companies like Royal Philips Electronics are working to 
make printable plastic RFID tags that are cheap enough 
to become ubiquitous in food packaging. Once that hap
pens, a scanner-equipped refrigerator could record every
thing stuffed into it. You'd be able to check on your 
pickle supply from the grocery store with your cell phone, 
use your computer to find recipes that call for just the 
ingredients you have on hand-and know for sure how 
long that hunk of cheese has really been in there. 

........... 
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cooler. 

20 YEARS: INVISIBLE TV 

TURN OFF THAT WALL! 
Think you've seen flat-screen? 
Advances in organic light-emitting 
diode (OLEO) displays will eventually 
allow large-screen lVs a fraction of 
an inch thick to unobtrusively blanket 
your walls. Flexible OLEO screens are 
already possible; the next step is 
overcoming the current tech's short 
life span. The payoff: a paper-thin TV 
that disappears into the wall when 
the game's over. 

with light to zap dirt at the molecular level 

0 
}'--! Ti02 

particle 

When light hits a Ti02 particle, a free elec
tron and a positive charge are generated. 

Hydrogen 
I On Hydroxide . 

I On 

Oxygen 
radical 

An oxygen radical is produced when water 
interacts with the positive charge. 

0 I Dirt I 

The oxygen radicals chew up the dirt and 
bacteria, which dissipate into the air. 

• • •J • otp• 
~ . 

• • 

Voila! Full oxidation results in a completely 
clean surface. 
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Morphing materials 
will allow for fabrics that 
change their properties 
on the spot. The trick: 
mimicking nature 

MATERIALS SCIENTISTS at Sandia 
National Laboratories in Albuquerque, 
New Mexico, have an unusual 
approach to developing fabrics of the 
future. They're looking at fish, and 
they're looking very, very closely. 

"In fish, we have molecules moyjng 
at the nanoscale that translate into 
something we can see at the macro
scale," says Sandia molecular biologist 
George Bachand of the color-change 
process many fish use to camouflage 
themselves against predators. Repro
ducing that process in the lab, he says, 
"offers the potential for [man-made] 
materials to take on unique properties 
that liyjng materials possess, like self
healing or the ability to change color." 

"Morphing" fabrics are hardly 
novel. Nike already sells high
performance clothing m ade from 
fabrics that become more breathable 
as the wearer heats up and sweats. But 
whereas existing technology involves 
structural changes-Nike likens it to a 
bird ruffling its feathers- future fab-
rics could alter on a molecular level in 
response to external stimuli such as 
temperature or light. Whereas current 
fabrics are static, future designs could 
depend on nano-level movements. 

Here's a quick primer: In fish, light 
sets off biochemical changes that trig
ger the movement of motor proteins 
that carry pigment granules. The posi
tioning of those granules- together or 
dispersed-determines the fish's color. 
The Sandia team is trying to mimic that 
process, called active transport, in the 
lab. The researchers' nanoscale setup 
resembles an overcrowded pincushion 
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[see "How It Works," above]. Motor 
proteins carrying quantum dots (fluo
rescing particles) move along hair-like 
filaments called microtubules (the pins) 
that are anchored by a micron-size bead 
(the cushion). When the quantum dots 
move, a change in color results. The 
process is akin to a dmp of black ink on 
a piece of paper. "As the drop radiates 
out, it colors the paper gray," Bachand 

explains. "If the ink were to pull back 
into the dot, the paper would be white 
again." Similarly, when the motor pro
teins disperse, the color lightens; when 
they condense at the center, near the 
bead, it darkens. 

The technology is still young. So far, 
scientists have triggered only changes 
visible through a microscope. To orches
trate a macroscopic change, they need 
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more pincushion arrangements. Now they 
can produce up to 100 of them at a time; 
Bachand estimates that they will need 
between 10,000 and one mi!Jion to effect 
a change visible without a microscope. 
"Currently, we engineer materials compo
nent by component, like building a watch," 
he says. "We're trying to understand how to 
take huge numbers of molecules and ma
nipulate them in parallel so they'll self-

assemble into highly complex structures." 
If things go as planned, the future could 

see military fatigues that respond to light 
stimuli and automatica!Jy camouflage them
selves to match sand or snow. Or the head
lights of an oncoming car could trigger 
neon stripes to appear on a black motorcy
cle jacket for safe night riding. And you 
might look more like a fish than you ever 
imagined.- Melissa Wagenberg 

ADDITIONAL REPORTING BY DARRIN BU RG ESS. VANESSA GREGORY AND ERIC M IKA 

A new way to see 
you're going 

--

5 YEARS: MAP-HEAD 

SHADES THAT 
GIVE YOU A 
HEADS-UP 
Today's cutting-edge 
sunglasses are Bluetooth
enabled to support cell
phone service and wireless 
tunes. Next up: shades that 
screen images, including 
maps streamed from a GPS 
device. Microvision in Red
mond, Washington, is 
already using head-up dis
plays in helmets made for 
military tank commanders. 
The next challenge is minia
turizing that setup for glass
es, which requires making 
the projector (now the size 
of a box of Tic Tacs) one 
tenth as large. 

10 YEARS: INK-FOOT 

FIT TO PRINT 
As a result of a developing 
process called laser sinter
ing, your future visit to Foot 
Locker will resemble a podi
atrist's visit more than a 
shopping trip. Your foot will 
be scanned and your stride 
recorded, and the data will 
be fed into a laser printer 
that will build your shoe by 
layering out nylon powder 
the way an inkjet lays out 
ink. Prior 2 Lever Ltd. in 
London is now using the 
tech to "print" sneakers for 
pro soccer players. Mass
customization, the company 
says, is all about automating 
the evaluation process. 
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i SPECIAL REPORT 
• 

U.S. FORCES IN IRAQ ARE WAGING A PIVOTAL CAMPAIGN IN MODERN 
WARFARE-COMBAT ON THE FIRST "NETWORKED" BATTLEFIELD. 
ONE PROBLEM: THE ENEMY HAS A FEW NETWORKS OF ITS OWN 
BY NOAH SHACHTMAN, WITH REPORT! G IN IRAQ BY DAVID AXE 

THE MISSION CHANGES for Charlie 
Company seconds after the soldiers roll 
off the base. The dreary night patrol 
around Balad, a shambling Shi'ite town 
in north-central Iraq, has just been can
celed. It's time instead to hightail it 
west, to the Sunni neighborhood of Ad 
Duluiyah. "Alpha Company is taking 
direct ftre," a voice crackles over the 
radio in First Lt. Brian Feldmayer's 
Humvee. "I need you to expedite." 

Feldmayer, a 24-year-old Virginian 
with the smooth cheeks of a teenager, 
tries to straighten out a smile of excite
ment and nervous anticipation. He 
stares into the glowing touchscreen at 
his left elbow. The Army calls this sys
tem Blue Force Tracker, or BFT. It's a 
militarized version of an automotive 
navigation aid, enhanced to track- and 
communicate with-other coalition 
vehicles. Firmly tapping the screen with 

his gloved fingers, Feldmayer calls up 
the grid coordinate just radioed to him 
and marks it with white crosshairs. 
Zooming out, he studies the roads lead
ing there. He plots a course, then radios 
the rest of his patrol-two tanks, three 
more Humvees and an Iraqi Army Nis
san truck- with orders to haul ass. 

THREE KEY FACTS 

1 

2 

Networked combat 
works, when the right 
people are plugged in. 

Frontline soldiers not 
only have no network; 
many have no radios. 

Insurgents create ad 
hoc networks using cell
phones and the Internet. 

It doesn't take long for Feldmayer to 
regret it. Nobody on the patrol knows 
the roads, and he's wary of getting lost. 
Ordinarily, on his terminal, he should 
be able to track Charlie's other 8FT
equipped vehicles and follow the route 
they're taking. But the satellite signal 
that feeds BFT is weak tonight. And the 
lieutenant doesn't exactly trust the sys
tem's maps: It can take the Army's 
cartographers up to a year to update 
them; in Iraq, a lot can change by then. 

Feldmayer curses loudly. He calls 
his command post for help, but he 
hears only static. 

This wasn't how the 75-man Char
lie Company was supposed to operate. 
It's part of the Army's first "digital divi
sion," the Ft. Carson, Colorado-based 
Fourth Infantry Division (4ID), outfit
ted with the military's latest gear: new 
tanks, firearms and armored vehicles, 
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5 SPECIAL REPORT: W IR ED WAR 
• 

but also flying reconnaissance drones, 
advanced sensors, electronic jammers 
and battlefield data networks. All of 
which should make the 4ID a model 
for the Pentagon's vision for the future 
of combat-"network-centric warfare." 
With the right technologies, soldiers 
should be able to communicate better 
and have a clearer picture of the battle
field. Their movements become 
lightning-quick and lethally effective. 
Think of it as combat on Internet time. 

DANGEROUS GAPS 
Every war becomes a proving ground 
for new tactics and new technologies. 

I ~;4 [ POPU LAR SCIENCE [ JUNE 2006 ] 

Battleships rose to prominence in 
World War I; tanks and bombers deter
mined the course of World War II; 
Vietnam brought air power definitively 
into the Jet Age. The current conflict is 
no different. The Pentagon began this 
war believing its new, networked tech
nologies would help make U.S. ground 
forces practically unstoppable in Iraq. 
Slow-moving, unwired armies like Sad
dam Hussein's were the kind of foe 
network-centric warriors were designed 
to carve up quickly. During the invasion 
in March 2003, that proved to be largely 
the case- despite most of the soldiers 
not being wired up at all. It was enough 

that their commanders had systems like 
BFT, which let them march to Baghdad 
faster than anyone imagined possible, 
with half the troops it took to fight the 
GulfWar in 1991. But now, more than 
three years into sectarian conflict and a 
violent insurgency that has cost nearly 
2AOO American lives, an investigation 
of the current state of network-centric 
warfare reveals that frontline troops 
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have a critical need for networked 
gear- gear that hasn't come yet. "There 
• • • II 

IS a connectiVlty gap, states a recent 
Army War College report. "Information 
is not reaching the lowest levels." 

This is a dangerous problem, 
because the insurgents are stitching 
together their own communications 
network. Using cell phones and e-mail 
accounts, these guerrillas rely on a 
loose web of connections rather than a 
top-down command structure. And 
they don't fight in large groups that can 
be easily tracked by high-tech com
mand posts. They have to be hunted 
down in dark neighborhoods, amid 
thousands of civilians, and taken out 
one by one. 

Even in the supposedly wired 4ID, it 
can take years for frontline soldiers to 

- • - --- --- • 
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! SPECIAL REPORT: WIRED WAR .. • • 

benefit from the technologies that high
ranking officers quickly take for 
granted. The finicky, incompatible 
equipment that's given to the infantry
men and tank drivers in Charlie 
Company-the guys who are spending 
this cold, wet February night on the 
front-is primitive in comparison with 
the gear at the sprawling military base 
outside of Balad, where battalion-level 
commanders oversee the 300 troops in 
Charlie and three other companies. 
There, things are beginning to work 
like the network-centric theorists pre
dkted, with drone video feeds and 
sensor data and situation reports flying 
in constantly. But to the guys in Charlie 
Company, this technological wizardry 
and the Pentagon's futuristic hypothe
ses seem awfully far away. 

There is a simple, but sigruficant, 
reason why: Bringing frontli ne 
infantrymen into the network isn't as 
easy as wiring up a headquarters. Bat
tlefield gear has to be wireless, durable, 
secure, and completely effortless to use 
in the chaos of combat. The network is 
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slowly expanding to meet the grunts. 
But the Department of Defense's lum
bering process for buying new 
equipment still virtually ensures that 
ground-level soldiers won't be Hnked-in 
until early next decade. "The fog, fric
tion and uncertainty of war are still 
there, same as always," says retired 
Marine Col. T.X. Hammes, considered 
one of the leading authorities on coun
terinsurgency. 'This net-centricity helps 
some, but it only goes as far as the bat
talion [the command echelon above the 
companies that do the actual fighting]. 

After that, these guys are on 
their own." 

BLIND SPOTS AND 
INCOMPATIBLE SYSTEMS 
Feldmayer radios the tank at the rear of 
his patrol and orders it to the front of 
the convoy. It's the latest M1A2 
Abrams, one of the most advanced 
tanks in the world, equipped with new 
night-vision sensors, thicker armor and 
BFT's older (and, cow1terintuitively) 
more feature-packed cousin: Force XXI 
Battle Command Brigade-and-Below, or 
FBCB2. First built in the early 1990s for 
Cold War-style conflicts, where armies 
are tightly bunched together, FBCB2 
relies on a classified ramo band to com
mwucate. BFT, designed later for 
more-ilispersed, unconventional war
fare, uses more-open satellite 
transmissions; troops can share infor
mation at greater distances, but they 
can't get the kind of secrecy that FBCB2 
provides. The Army is workjng on a 
bridge between the two systems so that 
they will be able to share some basic 
information, but for now they are 
mostly incompatible. Feldmayer won't 
be able to see where the tank is leading 
them, and he won't be able to use 
FBCB2's Instant Messenger-like tool to 
quickly relay commands. He won't have 
access to any of the communications 
links that increase what the Pentagon 
calls "situational awareness" and that 
ultimately power network-cent1ic war
fare. If the navigation systems were 
working, every vehicle could split up or 
speed ahead if an attack came, without 
getting lost. But today they will all have 
to follow the tank's taillights in a- neat 
line, just as it was done in 1944. 

Charlie Company takes off, racing 
toward the fight at Ad Duluiyah. 
Careening around traffic circles, blow
ing past checkpoints, the company is 
primed for combat: weapons loaded, 
12o-millimeter carmon shells rammed 
into breaches. Radio-frequency jam
mers form a protective bubble around 
the convoy, keeping remote-controlled 
roadside bombs from detonating. 'They 
better have that shit wrapped up by the 
time we get there," Feldmayer shouts, 
"or we're going to blow some shit up!" 

Then, suddenly, the lead tank 
lurches to a halt. Through roiling clouds 
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COMBAT, UNPLUGGED As much as the Army struggles to wire-up the Fourth Infantry Divi
sion, the day-to-day process of fighting a war remains at heart a Low-tech struggle. Above, 
Staff Sgt. John Lohnes scans the Balad area for potential Lookout points. Staff Sgt. Colin 
Thompson [below Left] clears a Baqubah road. At a checkpoint in Balad [below right], a 
soldier checks an Iraqi against a List of wanted men. In Tikrit [bottom right), soldiers 
secure the perimeter of a house as troops search for an alleged bomb maker. 

of dust, illuminated by the tank's head
lights, Feldmayer sees a pile of concrete 
and earth. The lead tank's fancy naviga
tion system has just led them into a 
roadblock, too tall for the vehicles to 
climb. A dozen soldiers curse in unison. 

By the time Charlie gets to Ad 
Duluiyah, 45 minutes later, the shooting 
is over. A dozen Humvees and Bradley 
fighting vehicles line a muddy road 

leading to a rickety pontoon bridge 
that's nearly swamped by a surging 
stream. And all those soldiers' chatter is 
creating cacophony over the Single 
Channel Ground and Air Radio System, 
or Sincgars, the radio system connect
ing the Army's fleet of helicopters and 
ground vehicles. It's the buzzing, chirp
ing sound of information overload. 

An officer from Alpha Company 

walks over to explain what's going on. 
Alpha was following up on leads about 
a stolen Iraqi police truck when the sol
diers spotted a suspiciously large 
gathering of cars in front of a single 
house. When Alpha got close, Iraqis 
spilled out, sprinting for their cars and 
shooting off tracer rounds. Alpha didn't 
have enough men to pursue. 

Now the idea is to start searching 
houses, one at a time, for insurgents. 
Charlie Company is assigned the north
west side of the stream. Feldmayer 
tells his tank commanders to use their 
infrared sights to watch over the foot 
patrols. Taking a last glance at his BFf, 
eyeballing the digital representation 
of the dark, foreboding neighborhood 
he's about to penetrate, Feldmayer mut
ters, "Don't need this anymore," and 
switches the system off. 

INSPIRED BY WAL-MART 
The Pentagon's pursuit of network
centric warfare began in the info-tech 
boom of the 1990s-largely influenced 
by, of all things, Wal-Mart. Ultra-wired 
retailers like that knew tons about their 
customers' needs and habits, and their 
suppliers' capabilities. And that helped 
the companies become more profitable, 
with less inventory and fewer employ
ees, than their more-traditional rivals. 
This kind of "information superiority," 
Admiral Arthur Cebrowski and Penta
gon scientific adviser John Garstka 
argued in a 1998 issue of the Naval 
Institute's Proceedings, would allow the 
military to streamline similarly. Fewer 
troops could cover wider areas when 
networked. Tanks and ships could carry 
less armor and fewer guns, because 
they would know exactly where their 
enemies were. Lower-level commanders 
could make key decisions. Conventional 
armies wouldn't stand a chance. 

The Army's leadership quickly 
embraced the idea. In 1999 Gen. Eric 
Shinseki, then Army chief of staff, accel
erated an overhaul of the organization, 
primarily along the network-centric 
model. Every soldier and every machine 
would be tapped into a giant, wireless 
intranet for combat. Presidential candi
date George W. Bush embraced the 
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concept too, during the 2000 election. 
And when Bush entered office, 
Cebrowski was installed as the director 
of a new Pentagon department: the 
Office of Force Transformation. 

Then came the invasions of 
Afghanistan and Iraq. The network 
wasn't done, but the slices that had 
been set up-like BFT, which enabled 
American commanders to see one 
another's locations-helped to decapi
tate Saddam's regime almost instantly. 
Individual troops still had trouble com
municating with one another; some 
Marine squad leaders were forced to 
use five different radios to share infor
mation. In the early days of the Iraq 
war, it didn't seem to matter. 

The gear was clearly saving lives. 
The number of friendly-fire incidents 
that plagued U.S. troops during the first 
Gulf War dropped significantly, for 
example, thanks to the new, networked 
equipment. In November 2004, 10,000 

marines participated in the assault on 
Fallujah. With drones watching over
head and commanders communicating 
better, not one marine was killed by 
friendly fire. Faith in the new technolo
gies ran so high, the Pentagon decided 
to cut troop levels in key areas. This 
part of Iraq was patrolled by 1,200 sol
diers in 2004; now, a single battalion 
- 300 troops-covers the same area. 

THE SITUATION ROOM 
At the battalion command post outside 
Balad, cables spill along the floor like 
the guts of an electronic beast. Flat
screen monitors display both grainy 
black-and-white and color surveillance 
footage, as many as 20 feeds at a time. 
Tower-mounted cameras, unmanned 
spy planes, even Air Force and Marine 
Corps fighter jets toting infrared tar
geting pods supply the images. It's an 
absolute torrent of information for the 
battalion's rumpled intelligence offi
cer, Captain Pete Simpson, and his 
team of five analysts. With it, they 
keep watch over more than 1,000 

square miles of Iraq from their desks. 
A few years back, a division head

quarters supporting 10,000 or 20,000 

troops might not have had access to 
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this much real-time footage. "We've got 
more stuff than we have any right to," 
Simpson jokes. But he can do more 
than get views from overhead. Thanks 
to the Sincgars radios, junior officers 
like him can quickly coordinate ad hoc 
missions with whatever jets and heli
copters happen to be in the air- and 
order them to attack. "When I was a 
junior officer, this happened at the 
corps level," says Simpson's corrup.and
ing officer, Lt. Col. Jeffrey Vuono, 
referring to an Army unit with 20,000 

to 40,000 men. "Now we're doing it at 
the patrol level." 

The air-ground collaboration is one 
of dozens of different ways that 
network-centric tools are slowly start
ing to rejigger the military's hidebound 
hierarchies. In the Gulf War, the various 
armed services didn't talk to one an
other much, except at the highest levels. 
That's partly why there was a six-week 
air campaign and then a ground attack. 
During the 2003 invasion, the air and 
ground assaults struck at once. 

But one of the most powerful tools 

in battalion command posts like these, 
notes Garstka, the network-centric theo
rist, may be one of the simplest: a Web 
browser, so junior officers can log into 
secure online forums. There captains 
and lieutenants can swap tactics, well 
before they appear in printed field 
manuals. This is critical in a place like 
Iraq, where insurgents' strategies 
change almost daily. When First Ca
valry Division captain Chris Manglic
mot first started seeing car bombs in 
his northeastern Baghdad sector, he 
turned to the division's collaborative 
site, Cavnet, for advice. Spread out your 
checkpoint, he learned, so the bombers 
don't have a central target. Look for 
vehicles that ride heavy and low. Watch 
for cars that drive aggressively, with 
shades pulled over the windows. There 
could be a bomb inside. 

PAPER, NOT PIXELS 
Picking his way through the crumbling 
houses of Ad Duluiyah, Feldmayer is 
tied to the American grid by only the 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 84) 
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After decades of experimentation, scientists can finally grow diamonds that outshine 
even the rarest De Beers rockS BY ELIZABETH SVOBODA ILLUSTRATION BY GRAHAM MURDOCH 

WHAT: Perfect single-crystal dia
monds of more than two carats 
(the average engagement ring is less 
than a carat) churned out in a day. 
Scientists create the gemstones 
using a process called chemical 
vapor deposition (CVD), which 
grows diamond crystals one carbon 
atom at a time. 

WHY: The jewelry industry has 
shown great interest in ersatz ver
sions of the 45-carat Hope diamond, 
but other uses could prove more 
lucrative. Using CVD, scientists will 
be able to cheaply mass-produce 
diamond semiconductors that are 
hundreds of times as powerful as 
their silicon counterparts. 

WHO: Russell Hemley of the Geo
physical Laboratory of the Carnegie 
Institution of Washington and 
researchers at Apollo Diamond, Inc., 
in Boston, have produced the largest 
and some of the most flawless dia
monds so far. And Europe's Carbon 
Power Electronics consortium, led by 
Dutch diamond maker Element Six, 
has created a synthetic diamond 
diode, the first step toward working 
diamond semiconductors. 

WHEN: During the past year, scien
tists have mastered the ability to 
grow 1 0-carat single crystals with a 
color and clarity that surpass mined 
diamonds. Within a decade, they'll 
also be cheaper. Expect to see the 
first diamond semiconductors hit the 
market in 2011 . 

Flood a 
small dia
mond seed 
with gases 
and micro
wave heat, 
then watch it 
grow, atom 
by atom, into 
nature's 
finest gem. 
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l PLANTSEED 
Start with a tray 

of flawless, button
size diamonds. Just 
as an oyster deposits 
layers of calcium 
atop sand grains to 
form pearls, these 
"seeds" serve as the 
base on which larger 
stones will develop. 

2 NOURISHIT 
~ Place the seeds . . 

rn a mrcrowave 
chamber, and feed 
them hydrogen and 
methane gases. 
When the tempera
ture hits 1 ,300°F, the 
hydrogen combines 
with methane to pro
duce a highly reactive 
form of carbon. 

·~ WATCH IT 
.. "'J GROW 
These carbon "radi
cals" rain down from 
the cloud of hot 
plasma and bond to 
the carbon on the 
surface of the seed. 
A new diamond crys
tal soon begins to 
form [diamond and 
seed, above]. 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
Fast processors generate 
lots of heat. Si licon semi-
conductors break down at 
around 250°F, but dia-
mends can take up to 
1,300°. As a result, they can 
run as fast as 81 gigahertz 
without elaborate cooling 
mechanisms (the fastest sili-

JEWELRY Gem-quality 
synthetics of various colors 
[above] are not new, but 
large colorless synthetics 
are. The De Beers diamond 
cartel is feeling the pres-

sure: To make it easy for 
jewelers to distinguish 
between mined and lab
bred stones, De Beers has 
started engraving logos on 
mined diamonds. 

con chips run at about 1 0). 

OPTICS Because of their 
heat conductivity and 
chemical stability, diamond 
lenses [facing page] trans-
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mit sharper laser beams at 
higher temperatures than 
zinc selenide, the industry 
standard. Look for diamond 
lenses in C02 lasers used for 
precision cutting, welding 
and surgery. 

BUT AREN'T THEY 
FAKES? 
No. Created stones have 
the same atomic structure 
as diamonds that form 
inside the earth, so they 
are real diamonds in every 
sense. They are optically, 
chemically and physically 
identical. In fact, since 
scientists start with seeds 
of the purest stone and 
carefully control the grow
ing environment, they can 
systematically produce col
orless rocks with far fewer 
impurities than most mined 
diamonds. 

ARE SYNTHETICS 
FASTER TO GROW? 
No one knows for sure how 
long it takes diamonds to 
form inside the earth. 
Geologists do know, how
ever, that it takes millions of 
years for the earth to trans
port them to the surface, 
where they can be mined. 

WHY WOULD ANYONE 
WANT A SYNTHETIC? 
Man-made diamonds are 
cheaper and have fewer 
flaws than most mined dia
monds. Also, some people 
are uncomfortable support-

ing companies that prop 
up the African warlords 
that control many of the 
diamond mines. 

HOW CHEAP? 
Apollo is already selling 
near-colorless synthetics that 
are a quarter of a carat in 
size for as little as SSOO (ver
sus S750 for a mined gem), 
and prices of bigger stones 
will plummet as mass manu
facturing gets underway. 
Engagement-ring-size color
less diamonds will be up to 
30 percent cheaper than 
their mined equivalents. 
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I THE FUTURE OF MOVIES ·-----
N MARCH 2004, staffers at Industrial 
Light & Magic in San Rafael, Califor
nia, filed in and out of a screening 

room, drawn by news of a technology 
demonstration. Tech breakthroughs on 

' the ILM campus are nothing unusual, 
of course this is, after all, the special
effects shop that George Lucas founded 
back in 1975 to create the never-before
seen visuals of Star Wars. But this was 
different. This time, outsiders had 
arrived to show ILM's own work in a 
whole new, trippy light. 

The staffers put on pairs of thick 
glasses and watched as clips from Star 
Wars were played. Suddenly the screen 
itself seemed to dissolve away, as scenes 
stretched out toward the audience. 
Anakin Skywalker and Obi-Wan Keno
hi's faces grew closer to viewers as the 
characters prepared to chase a would-be 
assassin. Pod cars buzzing in the back
ground really appeared to be hundreds 
of feet away. It wasn't like watching a 
big screen on a wall; it was like looking 
through a massive picture window. 
Soon, the Jedi Master himself came in. 
George Lucas sat down, put on the 
glasses and, within a few minutes, 
passed judgment: "''m sold! I'm sold! 
I'm sold!" 

What Lucas witnessed that day was 
better than any 3-D he had ever seen. 
No shaky pictures. No color loss. No dis
tortions that disconnect your eyes from 
your stomach. He was among the first 
to see the next generation of 3-D mo
vies, marked not only by their clarity 
but by their range: 

Now any film, from Gone with the 
Wind to Gone in 6o Seconds, can be 

0 

transformed into high-quality 3-D. Film-
ing in 3-D is also simpler and more 
effective than ever, thanks to new high
end cameras and postproduction tricks. 
And because the final product is so nat
ural and realistic- more like the way 
we actually see-some in Hollywood 
are likening this 3-D to the introduction 
of sound in cinema. James Cameron, of 
Titanic and Terminator fame, has vowed 
to never direct another film in two 
dimensions again. Indeed, he plans to 
release in 2oo8 a big-budget sci-fi flick 
entirely in 3-D. And Lucas is expected to 
rerelease a fully 3-D version of Star 
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WHAT YOU'LL SEE IS BETTER THAN ANY PREVIOUS 3-0. 
NO VIBRATIONS. NO COLOR LOSS. NO DISTORTIONS 
THAT CAUSE YOUR BRAIN AND STOMACH TO REVOLT. 

Wars: Episode /-The Phantom Menace 
next spring. (Moviegoers needn't wait 
that long for a taste of the technology. 
Sony Pictures is set to release its ani
mated film Monster House in July with 

THREE KEY FACTS 

a 2-D version for the multiplex crowds 
and a 3-D version to be seen on select 
screens; Warner Bros. will do likewise 
with Superman Returns on IMAX.) 
Even quintessential A-listers Steven 
Spielberg and Peter Jackson reportedly 
plan to make movies in 3-D or have 
their classics remastered with the tech
nology. The ultimate story line here: 
We may soon look back and remember 
the 2-D movie theater as a quaint, hope
lessly incomplete cinematic experience. 

But first, a plot twist. Coupled with 
these directors' desire to make 3-D 
movies must be the expansion of 3-D 
theater technology beyond IMAX. And 
that's where both the trouble and 
opportunity begin. There are two main 
companies working to spread 3-D into 
theaters across the U.S., two separate 
visions of how the 3-D cinema revolu
tion is to play out, and two unique 
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HOW IT WORKS 

3-D VISION: REAL 
AND DIGITAL 

. 
YOUR RIGHT EYE sees the world a little 
differently than your left. The effect is 
most pronounced for nearby objects 
seen against a faraway background. 
(See for yourself: Hold your thumb a 
foot away from your face, open and 
close each eye, and watch how it seems 
to move against the background.) When 
your brain combines the unique images 
from each eye, it translates the differ
ence into perspective, or depth of vision. 

3-0 movies must give your brain the 
same input: a slightly different image 
coming into your left and right eyes. The 
newest 3-0 technologies use digital pro
jectors that flash up to 144 frames per 
second up on the screen. Half the 
frames are meant for your left eye, the 
other half for your right. Glasses serve 
as gatekeepers, blocking those frames 
not meant for each eye. Because there's 
no image overlap, these systems elimi
nate the headache-inducing "ghosting" 
that plagued earlier systems. 

technologies to make it happen. The 
winner may well determine the way we 
watch movies in the future. 

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS 
OF THE THIRD KIND 
One of these companies, Real D, is from 
the somewhat humble world of indus
trial imaging. But it has quickly adapted 
to Hollywood. At its Beverly Hills office, 
the employees look and dress a good 
five years youriger than they probably 
are, and the screening room is nicer 
than most movie theaters I've been to. 
Real D's C~O, Joshua Greer, a compact, 
enthusiastic man who could pass for a 
character in Entourage, gives me his 
two-minute pitch on the brilliance of 
his product before racing back to a deal
making session in the conference room. 
He's prepped me to be overwhelmed by 
the series of clips I'm about to see, a 
sort of 3-D highlight reel. 

Last November, Disney quietly 
released a 3-D version of its animated 
Chicken Little using a new display sys-

DIGITAL "FILMSTRIP" 
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PICTURES 
Digital 3-D projec
tors alternate 
what your left eye 
would see with 
what your right 
eye would see. 
The latest glasses 
let only the correct 
images reach 
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tern developed by Real D. Disney and 
several partners fronted the cost for 
Real D's digital 3-D upgrade of 85 the
aters, and on a per screen basis, those 
versions grossed three times as much as 
the 2-D film did. "3-D can offer some
thing unique that people can't get at 
home today," says Richard Grief, an ana
lyst at market-research firm Opinion 
Dynamics in Cambridge, Massachu
setts, which recently conducted a study 
of the industry. "The audience is saying 
it would be something they'd be willing 
to pay more for. It would be something 
that would attract them to the theater." 

With ticket sales down 13 percent 
since 2002, the movie biz needs a boost. 
And you can't really blame folks for 
staying on the couch. Home entertain
ment systems evolve monthly, it seems, 
but theaters haven't offered anything 
new since surround sound. "There has 
been no improvement in the visual 
presentation to the public in so years," 
says Jon Landau, a producer of Titanic 
and frequent Camen~m collaborator. 

You wouldn't know it, though, to 
see Real D's highlight reel: scenes from 
The Polar Express, a few shorts now 
showing at the Hershey amusement 
park, and plays from the 2005 Super 
Bowl captured with 3-D cameras. The 
colors are bright, the images perfectly 
clear. There's no double-image ghosting 
and, more importantly, no headache. 

What's more, the 3-D isn't used for 
shock or surprise. No dinosaurs jump 
out of the screen. No cars screech to a 
halt in front of my face. The added 
depth simply makes me feel more 
involved in what's happening on the 
screen, whether it's a huddle in the foot
ball game or an animated version of an 
undersea scene. Also, just as the screen 
has limits in terms of height and width, 
the z axis doesn't go on forever. At one 
point, a snake stretches out over the 
first few rows, but it stops there, never 
getting too close. Most of the depth 
actually stretches back into the screen. 
It feels like I'm looking at a real, fully 
dimensional world. 
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~THE FUTURE OF MOVIES ·---
WHAT LIES BENEATH 
Displaying 3-D is fairly simple stuff in 
principle. Humans have two eyes, and 
each eye captures a slightly different 
view of the world. We perceive depth in 
an object because our brain merges 
these two viewpoints [see "How It 
Works," preceding page]. To conjure a 
three-dimensional world in the movie
goer's brain, you have to mimic the 
natural process by sending a different 
image to each eye. 

That's harder than it sounds. The 
old red/blue standard, called anaglyph, 
uses two side-by-side projectors to 
simultaneously shine the images meant 
for your left and right eye onto the 
screen. Each image is color-coded, and 
the filters in your paper glasses let 
through only the image meant for a 
specific eye. But anaglyph distorts the 
colors in the film, and the left eye's pic
ture often leaks into the right, or vice 
versa, creating an effect called ghosting. 
Viewers are more often left rubbing 
their eyes in discomfort, not wonder. 
"Best-case scenario, people walk out 
annoyed," says Real D's Greer. "Worst
case scenario, they walk out sick." 

A technology used by IMAX is simi
larly minded, but instead of red and 
blue images linked to red/blue filters, it 
useS" polarized light and polarized fil
ters. If you imagine light as a wave, 
polarized light vibrates in only one 
direction: either up/down or left/right. 
Shine one image on the screen with an 
up/down orientation, the other with a 
left/right orientation, and use a pair of 
polarized glasses to make sure the cor
rect image reaches the right eye. 

Real D's display system is a varia
tion on the IMAX setup, with one key 
difference and a few small but critical 
technological tricks. The basic concept 
of polarized light bouncing off a silver 
screen is intact. (In both systems, the 
silver-coated screen is necessary 
because a matte screen would depolar
ize the light, ruining the effect.) But 
Real D also developed a lens that spins 
the light waves instead of pointing 
them in one direction-a process called 
circular polarization. This allows you to 
tilt your head up to 45 degrees while 
viewing. With standard polarization, 
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HARD WORK See 
Superman Returns 
in an I MAX theater 
this summer, and 
you'll get 20 min
utes of 3-D action. 
Why not more? Con
verting an entire 
live-action 2-D film 
into 3-D can take as 
long as a year. 

KID'S PLAY Digi
tal animations, on 
the other hand, 
already exist in 3-0 
on their animators' 
computers. Conver
sion is straightfor
ward, so you can 
see the 3-0 version 
of Monster House in 
its entirety. 

DIRECTOR JAMES CAMERON IS F IL M ING A SCI - FI 
EPIC AND A LOVE STORY IN 3-D. SAYS A PARTNER: 
"THE REAL QUESTION IS, WHY WDULDN'TYOU DO 3-D?" 

you've got to keep your head straight. 
But the main difference, the big 

leap forward, is the use of a digital pro
jector. Instead of two projectors shining 
the left- and right-eye images on the 
screen at once, the digital system alter
nates left and right. Every '/,44 of a 
second, the view switches: left, right, 
left, right. Because there's only one 
image on the screen at any given time, 
Real D ensures that there won't be any 
shadow images or double lines, all but 
eliminating.the ghosting problem. And 

although the high flicker rate might 
sound like it's more likely to cause an 
anxiety attack than a delightful cine
matic experience, it happens so fast that 
your brain thinks it's seeing two contin
uous views, one captured by each eye. 

BACK TO THE FUTURE 
Of course, the finest 3-D technology in 
the world wouldn't matter one bit if it 
was used to show lackluster movies 
(jaws 3-D, anyone?). After my visit to 
Real D, I take Highway 101 north to 
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! THE FUTURE OF MOVIES ·---
Westlake Village, California, home of 
In-Three, the company retrofitting Star 
Wars, among other films, for the new 
3-D age. In-Three has swollen from two 
dozen people a year ago to 2oo-plus 
today. Its new headquarters' first-floor 
screening room isn't finished, so I'm 
driven across town to the old offices. 
The theater here is paltry compared 
with Real D's accommodations (my 
brother-in-law's home setup is nearly as 
big). Glasses hang on the back of each 
chair; they're thicker than Real D's, 
slightly stiffer and certainly more com
plex. My In-Three tour guides and I 
struggle for a minute trying to figure 
out whether or not they're turned on. 

As the lights dim, the highlight reel, 
a collection of clips that In-Three has 
converted into 3-D, begins. Anakin and 
Obi-Wan chase a bounty hunter through 
a space city's aerial highways in Star 
Wars: Episode II-Attack of the Clones. 
Fire erupts out of an elevator bank in 
The Matrix, the flames billowing from 
the screen. There's even a brief scene 
from Grease in which John Travolta 
and crew take a break from car repair 
for a little sohg and dance. (Besides Star 
Wars, there are no immediate plans for 
any of these films to be rereleased in 
3-D.) The images look much the same to 
me as Real D's, even though In-Three 
uses a different technology (more on 
that in a moment). The scenes also 
extend far back behind the screen to 

A THE KING AND EYE Though no flop, King 
Kong wasn't quite the box-office beast it 
was expected to be. Will a rerelease in 
3-D coax viewers back into the theaters? 

lmJI POPULAR sciENcE I JUNE zoos I 

create that desired effect of looking 
through the window. It's just as comfort
able on the eyes, and although I've been 
told that this system produces a brighter 
picture, it doesn't look nopceably better. 

That's less important than the sim
ple fact that these live-action scenes 
even exist. Most new 3-D movies, like 
Monster House and Chicken Little, are 
animated. Since computer-generated 
characters are originally built in three 
dimensions, creating a 3-D version only 
requires you to go back into the anima
tion files and restore that depth. 

Converting a live-action movie into 
3-D is much harder. There's no depth 
information, so each frame, and each 
object or person within the frame, must 
be carved up and moved around. To 
make a second eye's view, animators 
must shift objects in a scene relative to 
the background. This creates the sense 
that one object is closer to you than, say, 
a set of trees in the distance. To avoid a 
cardboard-cutout, View-Master-like 
effect, each object or person then has to 
be individually altered and given depth. 

As for how this is done, and how the 
altered shots are mixed to ensure seam
lessness between scenes, well, that's 
when the mouths clamp shut. The folks 
at In-Three would speak in only the 
vaguest of terms about how they 
"dimensionalize" a movie, and IMAX's 
vice president of technical production, 
Hugh Murray, was equally reluctant to 
reveal more. The two companies waged 
a now-settled patent war over the tech
nique last year, so there may be legal 
reasons for this ambiguity. But it may 
just be that there's too much at stake for 
them to describe it openly. "We've been 
working on this for a long time," Murray 
says of IMAX's own conversion technol
ogy. "It's obviously the Holy Grail for a 
company that has a lot of 3-D theaters." 

RISKY BUSINESS 
Although In-Three's primary business 
is turning 2-D classics into 3-D hits, it 
has also allied itself with a small outfit 
called NuVision Technologies to create 
a pair of glasses that lets you see the 
third dimension on any screen, not just 
the $25,000 silver screens that IMAX 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 87) 
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Hear more about the latest developments 
in 3-D tech at popsci.com/movies. 
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TIPS , TRIC KS, HAC KS AND DO - IT-Y OURSELF PROJECTS 

72 
Send Wi-Fi to 
your backyard 

HOW IT WORKS 

10 MONTHS $15,000 

PRACTICAL 00001 POPCORN 
1. A 12-horsepower, 
propane-fueled engine 
drives three generators, 
which charge three 450-
amp batteries. salvaged 
from an industrial floor 
scrubber. Many of the 
other parts, including 
the shoulder joints and 
LEOs, came from eBay. 

I POPSCI.COM I 

2. Lawlor pushes the 
throttle forward to 
engage the variable
speed analog drive, 
which turns a 250-
pound drive shaft to 
propel Raffe ahead. 
A pneumatic pump 
raises and lowers the 
eight-foot neck. 

7~1 7E; 
Launch rockets 
with Oreo cookies 

Share your home 
movies online 

YOU 
BUILT 
WHAT 

?I 

JUNK IN THE TRUNK 
The tail-fiber-optic cable lit 
by LEDs-swings below a cage 
holding the generators. 

It walks, it blinks, it seats six, and 
it blasts Kraftwerk: Meet one 
man's 17-foot-tall pet project 

IT STARTED WITH a seven-inch walking 
toy giraffe and a desire to see Burning Man 
from a higher vantage point. A year later, 
Lindsay Lawlor rode into the desert art 
festival atop Rave Raffe, a 1, 700-pound 
robotic giraffe sporting 40 strobes, 400 
LEOs and bone-shaking speakers. 

Lawlor wanted his Burning Man ride to 
be a true walking vehicle, so with the help 
of his landlord, Gary Stadler, he copied that 
toy's locomotion system on a massive scale. 
The front and back legs opposite each 
other step ahead at the same time, pro
pelled by an electric motor. When those 
legs land, hydraulic brakes lock the 
wheeled feet, and the other two legs take 
a step. Canting from side to side, Raffe 
lumbers ahead at about a mile an hour. A 
propane engine runs only to recharge the 
batteries, so the beast is quiet and efficient. 
When Lawlor let Raffe shuffle off alone in 
the desert, it walked for eight hours. 

Now Lawlor, a part-time laser-light
show designer, is busy adding new features 
for this summer's Burning Man, including 
computer-controlled flashing giraffe spots, 
an electroluminescent circulatory system 
and a gas grill. Follow his progress at 
e/ectricgiraffe.com.-MIKE HANEY 
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• 1 HOW 2.0 ·--

HOME 
IMPROVEMENT 

Surf the Web from the 
hammock out back (or 
the park ~own the block) 
with this solar-powered 
Wi-Fi extender 

THE PROMISE OF WI-FI is freedom-the ability to 
bring your laptop or PDA away from the anchor that is 
your desk and into your life. With most wireless 
routers, however, your life had better stop at around 
300 feet, and forget about heading outside. Between 
the noise generated by other local wireless devices and 
physical obstacles like furniture and walls, chances are 
your Wi-Fi signal is little more than a whisper by the 
time it hits your backyard. So I built a box that can pick 
up that signal and boost it another 200 to 300 feet. It 
uses a Linksys Wi-Fi range expander ($1 00; 
linksys.com) modified with an omnidirectional 9dBi 
antenna ($58; pacwireless.com). To avoid unsightly 
extension cords in the flower bed, I added a lead-acid 
battery ($22; radioshack.com) and a 10-watt solar 
panel ($119; sundancesolar.com) to charge it. 

My weatherproof box radiates the signal equally in 
all directions, but you could use a directional antenna 
instead to shoot your Wi-Fi to a more specific area of 
your yard or neighborhood (try wlanparts.com for 
more antennas). See the basic steps [right], and at 
popsci.com/wifi, find a detailed how-to, along with a 
parts list and more photos. Then brew some iced tea 
and start surfing outside.-MIKE OUTMESGUINE 

INSTALLATION TIPS 

• For best coverage, place your home's wireless 
router on the ground floor. 

• Use a router and range expander that are the 
same brand to make setup easier. 

• Don't forget to password-protect your network 
(see your devices' user manual for instructions). 

• Mount the solar panel at around a 45-degree 
angle. For greatest efficiency, place it in an area 
of the yard where it will get direct sun at noon. 
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BUILD AN OUTDOOR WI-FI BOX 

3 HOURS $375 EASY D D DI D HARD 

WIRE THE ANTENNA ADD THE BATTERY 
1. Open the expander 
by removing its rubber 
feet and the screws 
underneath them. 
2. Remove the brown 
and blue power plugs 
and the brown power
supply board. 
3. Desolder the existing 
antenna and replace it 
with an antenna mount. 

4. Install a fuse holder 
and a 10-amp fuse 
near the negative ter
minal of the battery. 
5. Connect the negative 
lines, and separately 
the positive lines, from 
the cigarette-lighter 
socket, solar panel 
and battery. 

ATTACH THE PANEL 
6. Solder red and black 
leads from the circuit 
board to the DC-to-DC 
converter, and plug 
the converter into the 
lighter socket. 
7. Stuff everything into 
a weatherproof box and 
mount it at head height, 
with the solar panel at 
a 45-degree angle. 
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YOU CAN USE TO FIND 
MUSIC YOU NEVER 
KNEW YOU LIKED, FREE 

1 LAST.FM 
Download a free plug-in for iTunes 
at Last.fm, and it will take note of 
every song that you play at least 
halfway through. Then it compares 
your tastes with those of like-minded 
listeners and makes recommendations 
that you can hear on the site. 

2 PANDORA 
Tell Pandora (pandora. com) an artist 
or a song you love, and based on 
the "genes" of its sound-melody, 
orchestration and vocal character
the site will create a custom streaming 
radio station of other tunes you might 
like. Rate Pandora's choices, and it'll 
tweak future suggestions. 

:i THE HYPE MACHINE 
Pandora only lets you stream music; 
MP3 blogs give you downloadable 
files, often from new artists. The Hype 
Machine (hype. non-standard. net) 
culls the best songs daily from more 
than 1 00 blogs. Other sources for 
free downloads: Amazon.com offers 
dozens of free MP3s from all genres, 
and the iTunes Music Store gives 
away a song a week. 

~~ PODBOP 
Built for live-music lovers, Podbop 
(podbop.org) finds bands playing in 
your area in the next few weeks, pulls 
free sample tracks from the band's site 
(or another legal source), and lets you 
stream or download them. You can 
even add bands to the site's database. 

~i WEBJAY 
Head to Webjay (webjayorg), a social 
playlist community owned by Yahoo, 
to stream tracks from thousands of 
user-created lists of songs with such 
themes as "Punk Rawk" and "Jazz 
Cafe Noir. "-GINA TRAPANI 
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GEEK 
GUIDE You already have the tools to shoot short videos. 

Here's how to share them with the world online 

HOME MOVIES DON'T have to be long 
and boring. Now that even the cheapest 
digital cameras can capture movies and 
nearly· all computers come with free editing 
software, today's homemade f lick can be 
just a few minutes-ideal for filming 
Johnny's first basket or making a hilarious 
short that'll turn you into a Web celebrity. 
Even these brief clips are too big to e-mail, 
but there are a number of free sites that 
host and play back your movies for you. 

Google Video (video.google.com) and 
You Tube (youtube.com) are perfect for the 
occasional auteur; both let you upload 
individual movies and e-mail the link to 
family and friends. There's no limit to how 

many videos you can post, and they stay 
up until you take them down. If you want 
to share flicks frequently, however-say. of 
Johnny's second, third and fourth baskets
you're better off setting up a video blog, or 
vlog, which gives you a fixed Web address 
that people can return to periodically. A 
vlog also gives visitors a subscribable feed, 
so grandma can get new movies automati
cally downloaded to her computer. 

Playback on these sites isn't perfect, 
but that doesn't seem to matter. Already 
there are more than 7,000 vlogs, and some 
attract tens of thousands of visitors daily. 
So pull out your camera and start shooting. 
The world is waiting!-NICDLE DAVIS 

POSTING YOUR VIDEOS ONLINE 

10 MINUTES FREE EASY 10 000 HARD 
EDITING THE MOVIE If you have Windows XP, use Movie Maker, a free video-editing 
application in your Programs folder !Macs have iMoviel, to edit footage and add titles or 
special effects. For optimum playback online, keep your final flick under 20 megabytes. 

SHARE ONE VIDEO 
1. Sign up at youtube.com, and enter the 
e-mail addresses of people with whom 
you want to share videos. 
2. Click the "Upload" tab. Enter a title, a 
description and search keywords along 
with the .. channel, .. or category, of film 
(for example, "family"). 
3. Select the movie you want to upload. 
Choose "Public" to share with everyone, 
or just pick people from your contacts. 

MAKE YOUR OWN VLOG 
1. Create an account at blip.tv. Your screen 
name will be your URL !screenname.blip.tvl. 
2. Click "Upload Video," and enter the title 
and tags. Choose the file to upload. Click 
the "My Blog" tab on top, and e-mail the 
Web address to friends and family. 
3. At the bottom of your page, visitors will 
find buttons that let them add a feed to 
iTunes, My Yahoo or an RSS reader to get 
automatic updates when you post videos. 
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Our Pro-Trim DuroBend® Vinyl Coil 
does not rot over pressure treated 
wood or cement. Also available 
pre-creased for brakeless f lashing. 

Fishing & Construc tion Products 

returned 

And our Alum-A-Brake is in a league of its own!! 
Built-in silken-smooth slitters, foldout worktables, 
super fast repeatable bending and slitting devices. 
Even grass friendly wheels that make the brake 
virtual ly weightless. 

RllJ~·HPoL; 
ALUM-A-BRAKE 

PRGTRifv1 
YOUR SCAFFOLDING, BRAKE AND VINYL COIL ANSWERS! 

Alum-A-Pole Corporation • Scranton, PA 
800-421-2586 • Fax: 570-969-2531 
alumapole.com • pro-trim.com • suntamerhat.com 

© Alum·A·Pole Corporation 2006 All rights reserved. Patents Issued and\others~pen1lil\g?tenal 
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GEEK 
CAN VIRUSES 
ATTACK MY 
CELL PHONE? 

IF IT'S A SMARTPHONE, 
you bet. In 2004, virus writers 
released Cabir, the first proof
of-concept virus that could 
infect smartphones through 
an open Bluetooth connection. 
So far, Cabir and the 175 other 
smartphone viruses in the wild 
haven't done enough damage 
to warrant headlines. But it's 
only a matter of time before 
there's enough financial upside 
for criminal hackers to begin 
seriously attacking smart
phones. And then, watch out. 

No smartphone? You're sti ll 
not safe. A scam now common 
in Europe involves sending text
message spam that pretends to 
be a missed-call notice. Return 
the call, and you're unwittingly 
charged several dollars, just as 
if you'd called a 1-900 number. 

A similar threat uses malicious 
code embedded in an innocent 
downloadable game. Once 
loaded, it secretly sends multi
ple text messages to costly 
premium numbers. 

Here's how to protect yourself: 
1. Never text or call back 
numbers you don't recognize. 
2. Don't open unknown 
attachments or follow links 
from an e-mail. 
3. Turn off Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 
connectivity until you need it. 
4. Install smartphone anti-virus 
software, such as F-Secure 
Mobile Anti-Virus ($35/year; 
f-secure.com). 
5. Finally, read your phone's 
user manual to learn about 
its unique security features, 
and use them. 

EUGENE KASPERSKY is head of virus research at Kaspersky Lab (kaspersky.com), an anti-virus software company. 

GOT A QUESTION FOR OUR GEEK CHORUS? Send it to us at h20@time4.com. 

Award-winning software successfully used by U.S. State Department 
diplomats, Fortune SOO® executives and millions of people worldwide. 

Finally, a different approach that has millions of people talking. Using 
the award-winning Dynamic Immersion"' method, our interactive software 
teaches without translation, memorization or grammar drills. Combining 
thousands of real-life images and the voices of native speakers in a step-by
step immersion process, our programs successfully replicate the experience 
of learning your first language. Guaranteed to teach faster and easier than 
any other language product or your money back. No questions asked. 

Rosetta Stone is available for learning: 
Arabic· Chinese · Danish • Dutch· English· Farsi· French • German • Greek • Hebrew· Hindi • Indonesian 
Italian • Japanese • Korean • Latin • Pashto • Polish • Portuguese· Russian ·Spanish· Swahili · Swedish 
Tagaolg • Thai • Turkish · Vietnamese· Welsh 

" ... your program Is the absolute best, bar 
none. I am shoclced at how qulclcly I INm." 

Michael Murphy-Texas, USA 

"Stupendous... the juxtaposition of text, 
sound and picture was masterful. The 
quality of bath sound and graphics was 

first rate." The Boston Globe 

FREE DEMO CD-ROM 

Call today for your FREE Demo CD-ROM 
1-800-399-6191 

Or go online and try our FREE Online Demo 

RosettaStone.com/pss066d 
Use promotional code pss066d when ordering. 

Rosett 
language Learn ing Success 
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Is your 
technology 
one of the 
top 100 
innovations 
of2006? 

If you think so, submit your 
product for consideration 
in POPULAR SCIENCE's 

19th annual Best of What's 
New awards program. 

PoPSc!'s editors will judge among 
thousands of innovations to choose 
the best tech of the year. Then we'll 
announce the top 100 in our block
buster December issue. 

GOTO 
PDPSCI.CDM/ENTER 

Learn more about guidelines. judging 
criteria for the 1 0 categories, pro
cessing fees and lists of past honors. 

DEADLINE 
' AUGUSJ 31, 2006 

. , i • .. I -. 

QUESTIONS? 
E-mail bown0time4.com 

ELIGIBILITY: We will cons1der any con 
sumer product or underly1ng technology 
that debuts or 1s announced between 
November 1, 2005. and October 31, 2006. 

EXERCISE IN EXACTLY 4 MINUTES PER DAY 
Win• of the 1991 Popular Science Award for the 

"Best of What's New'' in Products 

ROM • MANUFACTURED IN CALIFORNIA SINCE 1990 
TIME IS fT. Over 92% of people who own 
exercise equipment and 88% of people who 
own health club memberships do not exercise. 
A 4 minute complete workout is no longer hard 
to believe for all the people who since 1990 
have bought our excellent Range of Motion 
machine (ROM). Over 97% of people who rent 
our ROM for 30 days 

perform work. It balances blood sugar, and 
repairs bad backs and shoulders. Too good to 
be true? Get our free video and see for yoursetf. 
The best proof for us is that 97% of rentals 
become sales. Please visit our website at: 
www.FastExerclse.com. 

" ROM is the best 
time management 
tool ever. " 

wind up purchasing it 
based upon the health 
benefits experienced 
during that tryout, and 
the ROM performance 
score at the end of each 
4 minute workout that 
tells the story of health 
and fitness improve
ment. At under 20 cents 
per use, the 4 minute 
ROM exercise is the 
least expensive full body 
complete exercise a 
person can do. How do 
we know that it is under 
20 cents per use? Over 
90% of ROM machines 
go to private homes, but 
we have a few that are in 
commercial use for over 
12 years and they have 
endured over 80,000 
uses each, without need 
of repair or overhaul. The 
ROM 4 minute workout 
is for people from 10 to 
over 100 years old and 
highly trained athletes 
as well. The ROM adapts 
its resistance every 
second during the 
workout to exactly match 
the user's ability to 

1be typical ROM purchaser 
goes through several stages: 

1. Total disbelief that the ROM 
can do all this in only 4 minutes. Anthony Robbins 

2. Rhetorical (and sometimes Motivational speaker Anthony 
hostile) questioning and ridicule. Robbins calls the ROM a 

3. Reading the ROM literature 
and reluctantly understanding it 

4. Taking a leap of faith and 
renting a ROM for 30 days. 

5. Being highly impressed by the 
results and purchasing a ROM. 

fantastic time management 
tool. He saves over an hour 
in exercise daily. 

6. Becoming a ROM enthusiast and trying to persuade friends. 
7. Being ignored and ridiculed by the friends who think 

you've lost your mind. 
8. After a year of using the ROM your friends admiring 

your good shape. 
9. You telling them (again) that you only exercise those 

4 minutes per day. 
10. Those friends reluctantly renting the ROM for a 30 day trial. 

Then the above cycle repeats from point 5 on down. 

1be more we tell people about the ROM 
the less they believe lt. 

From 4 minutes on the ROM you get the same 
results as from 20 to 45 minutes aerobic exercise 
uogging, running, etc.) for cardio and respiratory 
benefits, plus 45 minutes weight training for muscle 
tone and strength, plus 20 .minutes stretching 
exercise for limberness/flexibility. 

Order a FREE DVD or video from www.FastExerclse.com or call (818) 787-6460 
Factory Showroom: ROMFAB, 8137 Lankershim Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91605 

Fax: (818) 301-0319 • Email: sales@FastExercise.com 

RENT A ROM FOR 30 DAYS. RENTAL APPLIES TO PURCHASE. 



THE ONLY HARD PART 
OF OWNING A BOAT IS 

RETURNING TO LAND. 

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST? 

Gelling into a boot IS more 
affordable than you mtght 
think. The fun sloHs at less than 
$10,000. Boots bought from 
a dealership can be financed, 
so you can take advantage 
of monthly payments. 

HOW MUCH TIME DO I NEED? 

A boat IS the ult1mate gelowoy 
vehicle. Whether you hove /wo 
hours or on entire weekend 
there's no beller place to spend 
your time. 

WHERE CAN I GO? 

Most people live within on hour 
of accessible water. So you con 
s1oy dose to home or head out 
and explore new places. A boot 
gtves you full access to lhe 
world's largest amusement pork. 

IT'S EASY TO GET STARTED. 
VISIT 

FOR YOUR FREE 

~DiscoverBOATING-

My brother and I 
have a bet: Would 
it be possible to 
blow up Mars? 

1111 11 1 1 11111 1 11111111 11 11111 111 111 1 11111111111 1 11 1 111 11 1 

In a word: no. It would be 
impossible to destroy the 
Red Planet with any device 
scientists can build, let alone 

fi nance. Planets can survive enormous 
assaults; the Hellas Basin, a Martian 
crater about 1,300 miles wide, testifies to 
the planet having once collided with an 
asteroid so massive that the impact gen
erated weJI over a hundred million 
megatons of energy. If a meteoroid that 
size were to hit Earth, it could wipe out 
life on an entire continent. ln contrast, 
the most powerful nuclear weapon ever 
tested, Russia's "Tsar Bomba," had a yield 
of only so megatons, and most countries' 
nuclear arsenals consist of bombs in the 
range of 200 kilotons to 400 kilotons- in 
planetary-impact terms, the equivalent of 
party poppers. Faced with an object as 
robust as a planet, there is no way a 

Inn! POPULAR sciENCE I JUNE zoos ! 

For some 
scientists, size 

really does matter 

nuke- or all nukes-would work. 
And even the mightiest of meteorite 
impacts haven't destroyed Mars or 
the Earth, explains planetary scien
tist Edward Scott of the University of 
Hawaii. "The amount of energy 
needed is so preposterous that it 
could never happen." 

But what if we could build a radi
cally more powerful weapon, one that 
would unleash, say, a billion billion 
megatons-roughly the amount of 
energy the sun produces in a month? 
According to planetologist Gary Peter
son of San Diego State University, the 
strength of the gravitational field that 
Mars's mass creates would render 
even this colossal effort a failure. "You 
could have the biggest explosion pos
sible, one that would tear the planet 
apart, but the pieces of rock would 
just clump right back together again," 
he says. A more realistic and produc
tive endeavor for nukes in space, he 
adds, would be finding a way to pul
verize smaller asteroids flying too 
close to Earth for comfort. 

-ELIZABETH SVOBODA 
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a What is the smallest animal 
found so far? 

A It's complicated. When most 
people think "animal," they gen

erally mean "vertebrate." As it turns 
out,. scientists around the world are 
arguing over who has the smallest 
one and all the contenders are fish. 

The feud started in January when 
a team headed by biologists Maurice 
Kottelat of the National University of 
Singapore announced that it had dis
covered the world's smallest verte
brate, a miniature carp living in acidic 
peat swamp forests on the Indone
sian island of Sumatra. The trans
parent Paedocypris progenetica is less 
than a third of an inch long and lacks 
the top of its skull. 

But in their report on the new 
species, the scientists overlooked an 
earlier discovery by biologist Ted 
Pietsch of the University of Washing
ton. A paper Pietsch published in 
September 2005 in Ichthyological 
Research describes a male anglerfish 
measuring a mere quarter of an inch. 
Collected in deep water in the . 
Philippine Sea, Photocorynus spini- ~ 

. BOO(( 
· -. . - . . . . -

BASEBALL HACKS 
Looking for an edge in your 
Rotisser ie league? Some way to 
better analyze players' statistics 
before you n:take a crucial mid
season trade? Baseball Hacks, by 

• 
computer engineer and stalwart 
New York Yankees fan Joseph 

Adler, will help 
BASEBALL you parse all that 

HACKS incoming data by 
••=:.:.::.'=~ teaching you how 

to 1) keep box 
scores,.2) build a 
database, and 
3) automate the 
number crunch-

oow.r -- ing. The tech 
L._ ___ _.:_:__J ·level required to 

appreciate the book is high
there are Perl scripts and MySQL 
tips peppered throughout-but if 
you're willing to work through 
that, this tome will make you 
King of Baseball Stats. Not to 
mention win you all that cash 
and glory. O'Reilly; $25 

I POPSCI.COM I 

Have Saved Up To SOo/o On Heating Costs 
And never hove to buy fuel wood, oil, gas, kerosene - ever again! 

Hydro-Sil is a unique room-by-room heating system that can Your Benefits with Hydro-Sil: 
save you hundreds of dollars in home heating costs by replacing • Slosh heo1ing (ost with Energy Star tedt 
old and inefficient heating. It can replace or supplement your • Lifetime worronty. No servic:e (Onfrods 

electric heat, gas or oil furnace and woodstoves. • Sofe, (omplete pecxe. of mind 
Hydro-Sll .represents economy in heating: inside the heater • aeon! no lumes, envlronmen1ol~ sofa 

case is a sealed copper tube filled with a harmless silicone fluid. : ~~eel _ eodv to 
It's permanent. You'll never run out. "Hydro-Sil Enexgy Star" • No fu d dsr or ,li!:e 
thermostat controls a variable watt hydro element that is Q11/J1 being • Por1a:liio~ ~ ~220V) 
supplied a proportional amount of power on an as-needed basis. • Whole house heating or single room 
When Hydro-Sil is turned on, the silicone liquid is f220iroir"f;~;;;:~;;r"'ii;;;;;;tlr----, 
quickly heated, and with its heat retention 
qualities, continues to heat after the Hydro 
element shuts off. Hydro-Sil's room-by-room 
"Energy Star" digital control 
technology greatly increases 
energy savings and comfort. 

Order loday or conlact us for more info. 
Check • MasterCard • VISa 

1-800-627-9276 
VISit our secure web site at 

• Phone 
•Web 
• Mail www.hyclro511.com 

Hydro-Sil, P.O. Box, 662, Fort Mill, SC 29715 

The 

Call for 

110 VOLT PORfABI.ES 
lndudecl) 

5' rt>-Max 750-1500 watts 
4' Convector- Dual watt · 
3' 750 watts - Silicone 
$15.00 shipping per heater 
Total Amount 

Discount 
Price 
$219 
$179 
$179 

$ ____ _ 

$ 

~------------------------------
Address ---------------
City __________ St __ Zip __ _ 

Phone --------- -------
MasterCard or Visa Account Information: . 
Acct# ---- ------------
Expiration Date 

.. . no other 

detector 
will find 

ZAP 1: Coming 
at you is a radar patrol 

ZAP 2: Another radar 
just over the hill 

Your Warning from an Ordinary Detector: "Beep!" 
Your Warning from Valentine One: "Two radars, one ahead, one behind." 

V1 play-by-play: First, you see a red arrow. It points ahead. The Bogey Counter 
shows two radars. As the patrol car goes by, an arrow follows to point behind. 
Another arrow points ahead; it flashes to indicate the greater threat. 

1 .. cem 

Call toll-free 1-800-331-3030 
Valentine One Radar Locator with Laser Detection - $399 

Carrying Case • $29 I Concealed Display · $39 
Plus Shipping I Ohio residents add 6.5% sales tax 
JO.Day Money-Back Guarantee 

Vale.n1!ne One Is 1 registered tredem•rk of Vele.otint Resurth, lrte. 

· once you live with the arrows, 
you'll wonder how you ever 
managed without them." 

- Car and Driver 

~alentine One 
------RADAR LOCATOR 

Valentina Research, Inc. Ph 513-984·8900 
Department No. XG66 Fx 513-984·8976 
102110 Alliance Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242 

----- --- ~ - .. . 



ceps attaches itself to its mate for life by 
biting onto her side, back or belly. 

Pietsch's fish may be the smallest 
on record, say his foreign rivals, but it 
doesn't qualify as the smallest fish 
species because the female anglerfish 
[photograph, rightJ is more than seven 
times the size (measured from tip to 
tail) of its mate. The male, which has 
huge eyes and testes, is basically just a 
parasite. (Pietsch is quick to point out 
that the male anglerfish is not a total 
degenerate-it does have other body 
parts; they're just less prominent.) 

A third team of scientists who 
described yet another species of tiny 
fish in 2004 wonder why their col
leagues are so hung up on length. H. J. 
Walker of the Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography and William Watson of 
the Southwest Fisheries Science Center, 
both in La Jolla, California, point out 
that even if Schindleria brevipinguis-a 
Great Barrier Reef inhabitant better 
known as the stout infantfish-isn't 

shorter than the other contenders, 
males and females alike are so slender 
that some weigh as little as 0.7 mil
ligram. That's less than a mosquito
and either of the other two species. 

One may wonder why scientists 
care at all. In fact, they hope to under
stand the limits of vertebrate physio
logy and why some fish evolve to be
come so tiny. One theory is that small 

size helps the fish survive in nutrient
poor habitats such as peat swamps 
and the deep ocean. Another theory 
posits that small size helps them 
evade predators. 

As for the other end of t he scale, 
there's no contest. The blue whale, 
which can grow to more than 100 feet 
long and weigh upward of 150 tons, is 
the biggest - DAWN STOVER 

GOT A QUESTION FOR FYI? Send it to us at fyi@popsci.com . 

• 

Extra Thick. Extra Stick. 
New Gorilla Tape sticks to things ordinary tapes 

simply can't- metal, glass, brick, stucco, wood and more. 
Made with double thick adhesive, strong reinforced backing. 
and a tough all-weather shell, it's the biggest. strongest, 

toughest thing ever to happen to tape. 

Find a retailer near you. VIsit www.gorillatape.corn or call 1-800.966-3458. 



Argumentation: 
The Study of Effective Reasoning 

Taught by one of America's Great Professors 

R
. easoning, tested by doubt, is argu

mentation. We do it, hear it, and 
judge it every day. We do it in our 

own minds and we do it with others. What 
is effective reasoning? And how can it be 
done persuasively? These questions have 
been asked for thousands of years, yet some 
of the best thinking on reasoning and argu
mentation is very new and is a strong break 
from the past. 

Argumentation: The Study of Effective 
Reasoning, 2" Edition is equally a course 
in argument and in reasoning. This course 
teaches how to reason. It teaches how to per
suade others chat what you think is right. 
And it teaches how to judge and answer the 
arguments of others that you should think 
as they do. 

Professor David Zarefsky's lectures are 
filled with examples of actual conuoversies, 
but his perspective takes us beyond individ
ual disputes so we can see the structure of all 
disputes. This perspective orients us within 
any argument, so argumentation can be seen 
clearly as an exchange, and not just a flurry 
of words. 

What You'll Learn 
The lectures reveal several striking facts 

that can make argumentation accessible and 
familiar to you. 

• The tools of formal logic, while essential 
and even definitive for mathematics and 
programming computers, are inade
quate to decide most controversial 
issues. For example, the ideal of deduc
tive reasoning, the syllogism ("All men 
are mortal. Socrates is a man. T herefore, 
Socrates is mortal.") is rarely used in real 
argument largely because it is useless. 

• Arguments fall into a handful of distinct 
categories-and the same issues are at 
stake each time one of these patterns 
occurs. 

• There are six kinds of evidence that can 
be advanced to prove an argument that 
something is true-and the same tests 
for truth can be applied to these types of 
evidence every time. 

• Argumentation is not mere quarreling: 
it is the study of human communication 

About Our Sale Price Policy 

Why is the sale price for this course so 
much lower than its standard price? Every 
course we make goes on sale at least once a 
year. Producing farge quantities of only the 
sale courses keeps costs down and allows us 
to pass the savings on to you. T his approach 
also enables us to fill your order immediate
ly: 99% of all orders placed by 2:00 p.m. 
eastern time ship that same day. Order 
before July 15, 2006, to receive these sav-. 
mgs. 

••• 

Debating the meaning of courage. Ak ibiades (wearing milirnry 
garb) wim Socrates (seated) 

that seeks to persuade through reasoned 
judgment, and it is a deeply social and 
cooperative practice. (Although there 
are times when winning an argument 
rather than finding the truth is prized, 
that is not why most of us exchange 
arguments.) 

The course does not require any special 
prior knowledge or training. 

About Your Professor 
Dr. Zarefsky is the Owen L. Coon 

Professor of Argumentation and Debate and 
Professor of Communication Studies at 
Northwestern University, where he has 
taught for more than 30 years. The Student 
Government of Northwestern has elected 
Professor Zarefsky to the Honor Roll for 
Teaching 13 times. 

About The Teaching Company 
We review hundreds of top-rated profes

sors from America's best colleges and univer
sities each year. From this extraordinary 
group, we choose only those rated highest 
by panels of our customers. Fewer than 1 Oo/o 
of these world-class scholar-teachers are 
selected to make The Great Courses. We've 
been doing this since 1990, producing more 
than 2,000 hours of material in modern and 
ancient history, philosophy, literature, fine 

arts, the sciences, and mathematics for intel
ligent, engaged, adult lifelong learners. If a 
course is ever less than completely satisfYing, 
you may exchange it for another or we will 
refund your money promptly. 

Lecture Titles 
1. Introducing Argumentation and 

Rhetoric 
2. Underlying Assumptions of 

Argumentation 
3. Formal and Informal Argumentation 
4. History of Argumentation Studies 
5. Argument Analysis and Diagramming 
6. Complex Structures of Argument 
7. Case Construction- Requirements and 

Options 
8. Stasis-The Heart of the Controversy 
9. Attack and Defense I 
10. Attack and Defense II 
11. Language and Style in Argument 
12. Evaluating Evidence 
13. Reasoning from Parts to Whole 
14. Reasoning with Comparisons 
15. Establishing Correlations 
16. Moving from Cause to Effect 
17. Commonplaces and Arguments from 

Form 
18. Hybrid Patterns of Inference 
19. Validity and Fallacies I 
20. Validity and Fallacies II 
21. Arguments between Friends 
22. Arguments among Experts 
23. Public Argument and Democratic Life 
24. The Ends of Argumentation 

• 
T H E T EACHI NG COMPANY' 
n. m •f Lifrl-"f u .... ;,., e-, o.r

GJ.EAT hoFESSOitS, GUAT COUJSES, GRf.Al' VAWE 

Gu.u.unuo.• 

SAVE UP TO $185! 
FFER GOOD UNTIL JULY 15, 2006 

1-800-TEACH-12 (1-800-832-2412) 
Fax: 703-378-3819 

• 

. , . Gi;at Courses· 
Tli£ T EACHING CoMPANY' 

4151 ufayerre Center Drive, Suite I 00 
Chantilly. VA 20151-1232 

Priority Code 20435 
Please send me Argum en tation: The Study of Effective 
Reasoning, 2 .. Edition , which consists of24 half-hour lec
tures and complete lecture outlines. 

DVD $69.95 (std. price $254.95) SAVE $185! 
plus $10 shippi.ng, proc:cssing, and liferimc satisfaction guoranrce. 

Audio CD $49.95 {std. price $179.95) SAVE $130! 
plus $10 shipping, proc:essing, and lifetime satisfaction guar>ntee. 

Audio tape $34.95 (std. price $129.95) SAVE $95! 
plus $10 shipping, processing, and lifetime satisfaction guarantee. 

C heck or Money O rder Enclosed 

• Non-U.S. Orders: Additional shipping charges apply. 
Call or visit the FAQ page at our website for details. 

•• Virginia residentS piC2S< add 5% sales tax. 

Special offer is available online at 
www. TEACH12.com/8ps 

Charge my credit card: 

o [nijjo o 0 

ACCOUNT N UMBER. 

MA1LINC ADDRESS 

0 FREE CATALOG. Please send me a free copy of your 
current catalog (no purchase necessary). 

Special offer is available online at www.TEACH 12.coml8ps 

Offer Good Tluough: Julx 15. 2006 

L--------------------------------\ :Dj:iY'ii\jiii('qfrnatenal 



i SPECIAL REPOR T , .... • 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 58) 

WIRED WAR 
thinnest of threads. There's no way for 
him to get on any collaborative Web 
site from here. Most of his men are out 
of reach, scattered throughout the town. 
Many don't have radios; traditional 

spill into the yard in front of a large 
dwelling. Soldiers crowd the front door, 
pounding with closed fists and yelling 
in Arabic. Women and children dart 
around corners and disappear into 
rooms. Tired men scurry outside, obvi
ously spooked. 

Feldmayer doesn't like the aggres
sion. "Just take it easy," he tells the Iraqi 

The insurgents in Iraq, observes one expert, ''are 
more effectively wired than we are. They have a 
worldwide, secure communications network. 
And all it cost them was two dinars." 

Army fighting doesn't call for individ
ual soldiers to be separated from their 
squad very often. 

Feldmayer follows the Iraqi soldiers 
he's been teamed with across a dark, 
muddy, pothole-riddled yard. A locked 
gate bars the way to a group of houses. 
One of Feldmayer's U.S. soldiers blasts 
it open with a shotgun, and the men 

RED BOX ALTERNATIVES 

Mar oro 
MARLBORO -All Stylrs 

troops through the patrol's interpreter, 
to the civilians' palpable relief. One of 
the men gathered in the yard gestures 
to the lieutenant. Feldmayer grabs the 
interpreter and shakes the Iraqi man's 
hand. ''Salaam," Feldmayer says. The 
three put their heads together, mutter
ing in English and Arabic. 

Suddenly Feldmayer cuts off the 

I ND IAN BLEND 

conversation and urges the man and 
the interpreter around a corner. "He 
says he knows who the bad guys are 
around here," Feldmayer says. The inter
preter takes notes as the informant 
rattles off names and addresses. If the 
Pentagon's vision of networked forces 
were realized here, he would be typing 
into a handheld computer, wirelessly 
connected to a network. The names 
would immediately be cross-checked 
with databases of known guerrillas and 
disseminated to local commanders. But 
for now, the patrol's interpreter writes 
down the Ad Duluiyah suspects on 
paper, using a pencil. 

It's at this point, just beyond the 
edge of the American network, where 
the guerrillas are best connected. Using 
disposable cellphones, anonymous 
e-mail addresses at public Internet 
cafes, and "lessons learned" Web sites 
that rival Cavnet, disparate guerrilla 
groups coordinate attacks, share tactics, 
hire bomb makers, and draw in fresh 
recruits. It's an ad hoc, constantly 
changing web of connections, so it's 

$28!&. KINGSI1Y-All Stytrs BRAY( -All Stylrs KTY's B(ST -All Stylrs 

$) .99 $)3-!!2 $)5!? N(WPORT-All Stylrs CARTON 

$25-!t! Premium Red Box taste An ancient blend of Pure ott natuml tobacco with 
for 2/3rd the cost authentic Indian tobaccos a strikingly smooth finish 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

ORDER TOll FREE: 

1.866.312.§388 
FREE FAX: 1.866.897·5890 www.smartsmoker.com 

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: CIGAR mE SMOKE CONTAINS CARBON MONOXIDE. 
Must be at least 21 years old to order. Buyer responsible for payment of all applicable sales taxes. 



hard for U.S. spooks to know where to 
listen in next. It also lets the insurgents 
keep a loose command structure, with
out much hierarchy-just like the 
network-centric theorists call for. Even 
if their communications are compro
mised, only a small cell is exposed, not 
the entire insurgency. "They're more 
effectively networked than we are," 
says Hammes, the guerrilla-war expert. 
"They have a worldwide, secure com
munications network. And all it cost 
them was two dinars." 

To compensate, some American sol
diers are buying their own gear: $50 
Motorola walkie-talkies, so they can talk 
to their squad mates; $160 Garmin GPS 
receivers to make up for FBCB2's gaps. 
It's quicker than waiting for the wheels 
of the Pentagon bureaucracy to turn. At 
the Defense Department, there's wide
spread recognition that it needs to get 
its frontline soldiers wired up. Pencil 
and paper just won't do. 

The technologies being readied, 
however sluggishly, could be a huge 
help to soldiers on patrol, like Feld-

mayer. The Warfighter Information 
Network- Tactical, or WI N-T, is a mobile 
wireless Internet for combat, scheduled 
to deploy early in the next decade. 

Also in the next decade, the Joint 
Tactical Radio System (JTRS} should 
start replacing the military's tangle of 
analog radios with compatible digital 
models. Another project, Land Warrior, 
is a new set of soldier uniforms, packed 
with electronics and communications 
gear. Once it's completed-perhaps by 
2oo8-FBCB2-style information will 
appear on more than just a Humvee 
screen. It will flow to the infantry
man, through a monocle-like display 
mounted to his helmet. Every soldier 
will see where his fellow fighters are. 

If only these programs were pro
gressing as planned, but each has been 
bogged down by lengthening to-do lists 
and sets of system requirements. JTRS 
recently went through a massive reor
ganization after billions of dollars were 
wasted. Land Warrior, started in the 
mid-199os, is years behind schedule; 
managers are hoping that a 440-soldier 

test this summer will put it back on 
track. For now, all Army acquisition 
chief Lt. Gen. Joseph Yakovac will say 
is that "we continue to have that vision" 
of a networked infantryman. 

MISSION'S END 
After hours of barreling down high
ways, blasting open locked gates, and 
pressing terrified Iraqis for informa
tion, Charlie and Alpha companies 
trickle home from Ad Duluiyah. Feld
mayer's Humvee is the last to leave, 
towing the sniper section's broken
down truck. Feldmayer stares into the 
cold dark of the early morning. His 
shoulders sag. In his pocket, he carries 
the insurgent list he coaxed out of the 
Iraqi informant. His sergeant gripes 
about missed firefights. But Feldmayer 
just nods, his arm draped on the blank 
screen of the BFT. 

Noah Shachtman is the editor of 
DefenseTech.org. David Axe has covered 
the iraq war for the Village Voice and 
the Washington Times. 
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' 

HAVING LANGUAGE BARRIERS 
WHILE TRAVELING ABROAD?! 

Gear up with ECTACO TurboSpeechrM TS-2 for 
travelers! Speak a phrase in English and TurboSpeech 
instantly translates and speaks out the foreign phrase 
for you In any of 30 languages. Contains over 8,000 
phrases and 300,000 words per language. Made in 
accordance with US Army specifications. $349. TO 
ORDER CALL: 1 (800)784-8444 (discount code PSSO). 
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ATOMIC TIMEKEEPING 
Accurate to within 1 second in a million years. 
Junghans is the world leader in atomic watch 
technology. Made in Germany. Junghans 
016/2098.00 (shown) only $249. For our 
complete range of atomic watches and clocks 
call 800-853-5486 or visit: 

www.junghansusa.com 
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• -s AH11fiJNGAl 

Professional 

._,..,...._ .... :~ .... 
fll¢ 1 

After 

TOENAIL FUNGUS? ATHLETE'S FOOT? 
Apply Formula 3 topically to Clear Up that 
Unsightly Fingernail, Toenail , or Athlete's Foot 
Fungus. Our Patented Oil-Based Formula con
tains Tolnaftate, a highly effective medication, 
widely recommended by doctors for the treat
ment of Fungal Disorders. 800-826-0479. 

www.AntiFungaiSolutions.com 
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CHO-PAT DUAL ACTION KNEE STRAP 
Patented Dual Action Knee Strap, made in the 
USA, applies constant pressure, above and 
below the knee, to provide pain relief from knee 
degeneration and overuse syndromes. Stabilizes 
and supports the joint while allowing full mobil ity. 
Order on-line or call800-221 -1601 . 

www.cho-pat.com 

S MINUTE FENCE STAIN 
Stain 1 00 feet of fence in just 5 minutes! Sprayer 
attaches directly to garden hose. No masking, 
simply hose off over-spray. One quart covers 
600 square feet. Select from three natural wood 
tones; Natural Cedar, Dark Cedar or Redwood. 

www.FiveMinuteFence.com 

V VERTICAl: "fueData 
,. ...... "'*"'h' 

• 
(Voice Over Internet Protocol) 

DON'T BE LEFT BEHIND! 
VoiP and SIP are the future of business 
communications. To learn how to VoiP enable 
your business, come visit us on the Web at: 
www.truedataonline.com or call (800) 331 -3307. 

© 2006 True Data Technology Inc. 
GSA Schedule# GS-35F-0018S 

www.truedataonline.com 

• 

REMOVE OIL STAINS WITH EASE 
Pour-N-Restore® easily lifts and absorbs 
embedded oil stains from concrete and 
masonry. Simply apply, let it dry, and sweep 
it up. No scrubbing. No rinsing. No mess. 
Call 1.800.508.7939 or visit our website. 

. 
www.pour-n-restore.com/ps 

POWERBLOCK DUMBBELLS 
Made in USA. 6 models available. 10 year 
warranty. Replaces up to 37 pairs of dumbbells · 
in the space of 1 pair. Weight changes in 
seconds. Call 800-446-5215 for free brochure 
or nearest store. 

powerblock.com 

SLASHYOURAIC BILLS 
Efficiently & effectively cool your home with a 
whole house fan. Cut summer cooling costs & 
stay cool. Used during evening hours, a whole 
house fan brings cool outside air into your home 
and pushes hot stale air out through your attic. 

Free Expert Advice: 888-845·6597 

www.WHOLEHOUSEFAN.com 
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COSmOS 

ECHOMASTER V 
• Altimeter 
• Thermometer 
• Dual Alarm 
• Countdown 
• Timer 
• Day Date 
• Chronograph 

Only $89.00 

COSMOSECHOMASTERV 
The Echomaster V by Cosmos is excellent for 
hikers, campers, travelers. It has a Swiss 
pressure sensor that wili display your altitude, 
the surrounding barometiric pressure and 
temperature. It comes with detailed instructions 
and a one year limited warranty. Cosmos 
Echomaster is only available at 1-800-631-0160. 

www.OutdoorWatch.com 

SIERRA TRADITIONS® FOR MEN 
SAVE 35-70% on Famous Name Brand clothing, 
sportswear, and accessories. TAKE 20% OFF 
your first order. Visit SierraTraditions.com/PSC 
for details. (valid for new customers only) FREE 
Catalog 800-713-4534. 

www.SierraTraditions.com/PSC 

Insulated Tools 
1000Volt 
Rated 
tO,OOOVo/1 
Tested 

WORK SAFE ON THE JOB & AT HOME 
Our Protum 11 pc. Insulated Kit includes the 
required insulated tools for safe electrical work. 
All tools are 1 0,000 volt tested and 1 000 volt 
certified. Protum tools are manufactured to meet 
ASTM, IEC, VDE, EN, ISO & NFPAspecifications. 
Work safe like the Pros do! Use Protum certified 
tools for your wiring projects. Call (800)494-61 04. 

www.wihatools.com 
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 68) 

and Real D films require. In-Three's sys
tem, like Real D's setup, uses a digital 
projector that fires alternating images 
at the screen. But instead of using 
polarized filters to distinguish frames 
meant for each eye, In-Three's glasses 
do the job electronically. Andrew Cleve
land, In-Three's principal engineer, 
points out a small infrared emitter sit
ting at the base of the digital projector. 
When the frame for the left eye 
appears onscreen, this emitter sends a 
signal to the. glasses to block light com
ing into the right eye. Within 300 
microseconds, liquid-crystal cells turn 
the right lens opaque. One frame later, 
the process reverses- the right lens 
becomes clear while the cells block the 
left lens. The technology isn't entirely 
new, only the application. Professional 
versions of the glasses can sell for as 
much as $8oo, but In-Three hopes to 

get the price below $20. The main 
advantage of this system is that theater 
owners won't have to install a costly sil
ver screen. The downside is that they'll 
need to purchase several hundred pairs 
of the glasses, plus a cleaning machine 
to sterilize them after each use. They 
will save a few dollars (the numbers 
aren't solid just yet) but inherit a few 
more hassles. 

THE RETURN OF THE KING 
One of the first chances you'll get to 
experience In-Three's technology 
should be next spring, when the 3-D
remastered Phantom Menace is set to 
hit theaters; the five other movies in 
the Star Wars series will follow. Lucas 
spread the word to other major direc
tors, and In-Three now has at least 
one more major project in the works, 
widely expected to be a 3-D rerelease 
of Peter Jackson's King Kong. 

For the next few years, 3-D re
releases of old and new classics will be 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 90) 



Upper €lass just bot Lower Price 
Finally, luxury built for value·-not for false status 

nly a few of us are born with 
silver spoons in our mouths. And 
until Stauer came along, you 

needed an inheritance to buy a timepiece 
with class and refinement. That has 
suddenly changed. The Stauer Magnificat 
brings the impeccable quality and 
engineering once found only in the 
collections of the idle rich. If you have 
actually earned your living through 
intelligence, hard work, and persever
ance, you will now be rewarded with a 
timepiece with understated class that 
will always be a symbol of refined taste. 
The striking case, fused in 18k gold, 
compliments an etched ivory-colored 
dial exquisitely. By using advanced 
computer design and robotics, we have 
been able to drastically reduce the price 
on this precision movement. 

Do you have enough confidence to pay 
less? Status seekers are willing to overpay 
just to wear a designer name. Not the 
Stauer client. The Stauer is built for 
people who have their own good taste 
and understand the value of their 
dollar-finally, luxury built for confident 
people. And this doesn't mean the rich 
aren't smart. Quite the contrary, Stauer's 

recent clients include the most famous 
morning news host, the infamous 
captain of a certain starship, last year's 
best actor nominee and a former best 
actor winner. They were all clever 
enough to recognize a spectacular value. 

It took three years of development 
and $26 million in advanced Swiss-built 
watch-making machinery to create the 
Magnificat. Look at the interior dials 
and azure-colored hands. Turn the 
watch over and examine the 27 -jeweled 
automatic movement through the 
transparent back. When we took the 
watch to our local luxury watchmaker, 
he disassembled the watch and studied 
the escapement, balance wheel and the 
rotor. He remarked on the detailed 
guilloche face, gilt winding crown, and 
the crocodile-embossed leather band. He 
was intrigued by the three interior dials 
for day, date, and 24-hour moon phases. 
He estimated that this fine timepiece 
would cost over $2,500. We all smiled 
and told him that the Stauer price was 
less than $179. He was stunned. We felt 
like we had accomplished our task. 
A truly magnificent watch at a truly 
magnificent price! 

The Magnificat is not sold in any store. 
Stauer sells it directly to you through a 
special arrangement with the publisher 
of this magazine, so we bypass the outra
geous markups at luxury jewelry stores. 

Try the Magnificat for 30 days and if 
you are not receiving compliments, 
please return the watch for a full refund 
of the purchase price. The precision-built 
movement carries a 2 year warranty 
against defect. If you trust your own 
good taste, the Magnificat is built for you. 
This watch is a limited edition, so please 
act quickly. Our last two limited edition 
watches are totally sold out! 

The Stauer Magnificat • $178.95 +S&H or 

3 Payments of $59.65+S&H 

800-721-0387 
Promotional Code MAG203-03 . 
Please mention this when you col/. 
To order by mail, please call for details. 

Stau~r . 
14101 Southcross Drive W, Depc. MAG203-03 
Burnsville, Minnesoca 55337 

For fastest service, call roll-free 24 hours a day 800-721-0387 .~~ . . ·:;·. Iii ~·::;-
Visit us online at www.Stauer.com for the complete liue of Watches, ]ewel1J1 a11d Collectibles 
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With 88[l]JFLO add a bathroom 
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where YOU want! 
Easy basement installation 
without breaking the floor. 

For full details call 
1•800.363•5874 

Soniflo moceroling pumping unit 

88~DFLO 
A Group SFA Company 

www.saniflo.com 
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Phaser Sonic Blaster 
Control animal pests. unruly dogs etc. 
135db+ll Directional and adjustable. 
CAUllONIIDo not aim at people unless 
necessary. Rentals •vallable. 
PPP1 K • Klt. ...... $59.95 PPP10 · Ready 10 use .... $84.95 

Anti Gravity Device 
A oat objects as seen on web site. Build a 
simple craft from household materials that 
howrsfrom 12"10 24". Greatehctl 
G.RA1K-Kit/plans ........................... $69..95 

Ozone Fresh Air Machine 
Deodorizes, purifies and sanltlzes the alryou 
breathe! OZDNE30-30mg/hr ......... $5995 

Green Laser Pointer -- -- - .. 
LAPNGR5 • 5 mw Range up to miles ................ $129.95 

Ultrasonic Listener 
Directional 1.01H hears insects. ba1s and a world 
olsound undeleclablebythe t.Jmanear. 
HT90P -Assembled with headsets ...... $199.95 

Light Saber and Stand 
Ug,t flows up the tube and e\IIII)OOites iniO space. 
ContinuaAyrecycles as long as Saber Is on the stand. 
RemowbleforhMd held use. 
STAND36-WHhGreenorBiue 36i Saber .. $149.95 

Jacob's Ladder '$ tJ . 
Rery plasma an: tra-..els up a ladder and e~~aporates , : 
and oontlnuallyrecycles. Sal<lCii'QJitryuses bu~tln :; 
GA. Adjustable an: conlrol ~ 
JACK10- Assembledfordisplay .............. $299.95 ~ 

Tesla Sparker 
2i opan air sparlt discharge. BuBt in timers for 
both ion! andloflitimesalow many uses. 
1\.IT1:10-Assembled ..... ..................... $59.95 

UMr .,..pons. bn rr11 gune, Rei and EMP guns, ...,..onic 
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! THE FUTURE OF MOVIES ·-----
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 87) 

the primary role of conversion. But with 
its work on Superman Returns, IMAX 
has accelerated the race for an even big
ger prize: the ability to release converted 
films on the same day as the original 
movie. Right now it can take months, 
even a year, to convert a movie, and no 
studio will keep a film on ice that long 
while the "dimensionalists" do their 
magic. That's why IMAX is converting 
only 20 minutes of Superman Returns. 
Any more would be too time-consuming, 
Murray says. "It's a very tough thing 
to do when you want to do it quickly 
and you want it to be really good and 
imperceptible." 

The other option for generating more 
content, of course, is filming in 3-D. In 
this case, too, the timing is right. 3-D cam
eras are smaller and easier to handle now 
than they were even five years ago. And 
directors will also be able to fix their 3-D 

.. Under 15 Pounds 

.. Fits Most Bikes 
a200 MPG 
a20MPH 

OWN A MACHINE SHOP 
mSmitfly. 

• faly to 1118 - No 
experience 
required. 

--~ • 1181'111111 - Rx or 
make almost any
thing. 

• Afhlrlllllle 6 
models starting 
at $995. 

• CM: Conlpalillle 

Do It Yolra8ll oo a Lathe•,.•Drll! 
"/can fix 'most anything. I don't know how /lived without 
my Smithy. It paid for itself in no time." 

'"""'rn 

filming gaffes. One of the problems with 
shooting 3-D has been that what looks 
good through the camera's eye may prov,e 
uncomfortable for viewers in the theater. 
But these days, instead of reshooting the 
scene, directors can just take a 2-D version 
of the scene and have it dimensionalized. 
In-Three has been involved in several 
tests of the system, tweaking the film 
after the fact to create a 3-D effect that's 
visually pleasing but easy on the eyes. 

And that is where all this may be 
headed: Give the moviegoer a more 
imniersive experience by making a rich
er, more complete recording of the world. 
Cameron and Landau are already using 
3-D for at least two upcoming feature 
releases: the sci-fi epic and a love story. 
As the technology matures, more players 
are sure to follow. "The real question is, 
Why wouldn't you do 3-D?" asks Landau. 
In the minds of many in Hollywood, that 
question has already been settled. 

Gregory Mone wrote about Hollywood's 
star science adviser in the March issue. 

TIRED OF 
SHOAT? TRY OUR 
HEIGHT INCREAS 
I N G SHOES FOR MEN. UP 
TO 3' TALLER. OVER 100 
STYLES. HIDDEN 
INCREASER. IN 
SINCE 1939. 

DAY 
FREE CATALOG. 

ELEVATORS® D 
AICHLEE SHOE COMPANY, DEPT. PS64 
P.O. BOX 3566, FREDERICK, MD 21705 
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N G!!! With a possible pandemic that can kill millions, even 
the purest water from purifiers/distillers can't even kill bacteria (CBS 60 
minutes)! Our Dome Oxygen/Electron Machine Water has been recycled 

1 OO's of times per gallon (not once) with results medical doctors can verify! 

Listen to a toll free recording at 1-800-433-9553 

Diabetic: "Why do people that sell pure water products hide this &om the pubHc when 
doctors* can measure the ability of blood (94% water) to get to the 

A .eek llftw I reeeive4 your 
~~~Mhine I flJIIS sebetluled for 
surgery! If I blld listmetl to tbelll 
I flJOIII4 IHuJe lost my foot!" 

With worldwide patents, our water 
does the opposite of any other! Since the 
inventor is a graduate engineer, he knows 
textbooks say you can't change water 
properties! However, instead of quoting 
textbooks, look at the results! This water 
gets blood to the extremities when other 
water won't (diabetic above) and MS 
patients: "Before I received your E5 
machine, you could put a needle in 

*Dr. Guy Abraham M.D. (UCLA) and others. 

dental water lines averaged 375,000 
CFU's/ml of water and some had 
1,200,000 CFU/ml because in-house dis
tilled water often had 100,000 CFU's/ml 
and the bacteria can double in only 20 min
utes! People don't die in the chair because 
diseases have different incubation peri
ods. Now, can you see the important of 
this discovery ... the first in history? 

Below is the gatehouse to our 418 acre 
estate and research center celebrating this 
discovery. Visit our website (below) and 
you will know why government officials, 
including senators, are regular visitors! 

my foot and I wouldn't feel it! Now, 
my children tickle my feet! MS vic
tims should e-mail mel" Also, it kills 
only bad bacteria smells in septic systems, 
wells and municipal waste lagoons ... any 
other water allows bad bacteria to incu
bate and grow to alarming levels! Bottled 
sports drink manufacturer: "We added 
only 1% of your water to a tank with 
6ooo CFU's/ml of bacteria and let it 
incubate. for 5 days. Instead of going 
up (as expected), it went below our 
QA standard of 10 CFU's/ml!! 1bis is 
the only water we will use in our liq
uid products. Thanks for your contri-
bution to the health and welfare of can us for ialormation 
mankind!" Remember the FL AIDS den- 84s-7S4 8696 or fax your name 
tist 1990 (CBS 60 minutes)? Also, 4,000 __ an_d_ address ___ to_ 84_ s-_7_S4-_ 7_866_ ._ 

I I understand the information you are providing is for educa- Name 
I tional purposes only. As stated above, this information is not ------------------

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1 intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent disease. In all Address - -----------------
1 health-related situations, qualified healthcare professionals 
: should always be consulted. City/State/Zip ----------------

1 CRYSTAL CLEAR Dept. PS0317, Westbrookville, NY 12785 VIsit our weltslte: 

·------------------------------------------------~ 
Cllpyngh'ed m tenal 
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when you use 
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The best selection, quality, and prices! 
Since 1931, The Iron Shop has enjoyed a repuration for oursranding design and fabrication of spiral stairs. 

Today, we utilize computer-aided technology throughout our production process successfully mixing 
srate-of-che-an manufacturing with Old World quality. Offering me largest selection, highest quality, and 
lowest prices in spiral stairs- we make sure that you get me right spiral to meet your needs, available in any 
height and BOCNUBC code models. And our spirals are still made with pride in me U.S.A 

Flame Weeds • Burn Brush 
Frozen Pipes • Melt Snow & Ice 

Heat Metal, Tar & Branding Irons looJo....-r 
Remove Paint, Grease & Oil 
from Concrete and Metal 

Cs/1 for the FREE color catalog & Price List: Start Camp Fires and Charcoal 
Hobbles, Crafts & Much More! 1·800·523·7 427 Ask for Ext. PS 

Installation Vldso fsalllrlng 
"Tbs Fumiture Guys" 

or visit our Web Site at www. ThelronShop.com/PS 

...,,.,.,&~Dept. PS, P.O. Box 547,400 Reed Rd, Broomall, PA 19008 
..,_I CA • FL • 

THE IRON SHOP " 
or visit our web site 

1-800-255-2469 • www.FiameEn 
RAME ENGINEERING • P.O. BoK m • 

'The leading Manufacturer of Spiral Stair Kits• 

Prafesslanalmowlng co011s home, 
In a more compact size and price I 
• 36" and 42"- wide mowing decks 
• Lifetime warranty on the leading edge of 
the deck and the tractor frame 

· Zero-turning-radius mower with precision 
Smooth Trak"' steering 

• Rear mounted catching systems 
· Superior quality of cut 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 

1·800·395·4757 
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Couch Potatoes into Super
Hero Fitness 

n doesn't matter how OLD you are. n doesn't matter how out of 
shape you are. Combat Conditioning tum your life around. 

I was the total skeptic. Not only had I lifted weights 
and run long distance for years, but I had major success 
under my belt, including a world kung fu championship 
and a national collegiate wrestling title. 

So I just didn't want to believe what Karl, a 76-
year old man told me about exercising WITHOUT 
weights ... and WITHOUT long-distance running. 

Most importantly, I didn't want to hear that a good 
exercise program only took a few minutes. Hate to 
admit it, but I was addiaed to the "hard work or noth
ing" menrality and refused to believe you could get into 
the best shape of your life by doing LESS ... not more. 

Let me tell you, when I looked at this so-called "old 
man's" physique and watched him demonstrate his 
exercises, I could not look the other way. I had to check 
them out for myself, even if it meant saying, "Okay, I've 
wasted a lot of time doing it the wrong way." 
What I discovered shocked me from head to toe! 

Before I met Karl I THOUGHT I was strong. I 
thought I was tough. But the exercises he gave me 
exploited every weakness that weights and running 
could not cover, In a matter of minutes, I knew Karl 
"had me." 

So I gave up the weights and began a routine of 
bodyweight calisthenics called Combat Conditiot~bJg. 
Afterall, when a man of 76 can do things that a 36-year 
old cannot do, that tells you that "Yes, there's gold in 
them there hills." 

The exercises I learned had such a profound and 
dramatic effea on me, that for six years I have been 
introducing men and women of all ages and of all 
backgrounds to this extraordinary program - and the 
results are shocking, awe-inspiring and PROOF that 
this system works, and works FAST. 

Who is Combat Conditioning for? 

It's for the hard-working man or woman who often 
finds it difficult to squeeze in a quick workout. 

It's for the traveling executive who sleeps in hotel 
rooms more than at home. 

It's for those who have trained their whole lives on 
weights. 

It's for athletes, martial artists and the military. 
And .. IT'S FOR the man or woman who hasn't done 

a lick of exercise in decades. 

Even One Minute a Day Brings Results! 

Unlike other exercise program where you are told you 
MUST do 30 minutes of cardio per day and an hour of 
weights, to get results, Combat Cot!ditioni11g is totally 
different. 15 minutes is all it takes to whoop the hard
core trainee. But for the total beginner, he or she can get 
results starting with ONLY one minute a day. And no, 
this is not a joke. 

Time is not the issue! 

Forget all those workouts that take all day. With 
Combat Co11ditio?Ji1Jg, all that's required is your own 

Matt Furey 
won a nariona.l collegiate wren1lng tidt 
in 1985 and a world sbuai-dtiao kung fu 
championship in 1997. Furey has a knack for 
taking the averag< and ordirwy person and 
tr.msforming him with his powerful progr.uns. 
Furey was indumd into the Edinboro 
University Athletic Hall of Fam< in 1998 

_ __, and spends much rim< each year rr.vdin1~ J 
throughout the world, starching fur the very best informacion availabl< to 
world-wide audience. His website • ...,.,.-.mllllflmy.com, is one of the finest 
in th< \\'Orld, ~uable inform>rion that lives. 

By Matt Furey 

Best-selling author of Combat Conditionitzg 

body and a tiny "get started NOW" decision to DO a 
little something each day. 

The key to your success is in the magical, uansforma- 2. 
rive power of these exercises - not in your belief system 
about hard work. For many people, just one rep is all 3. 
they can do at first, and they're shaking like a leaf on 
a windy day in Chicago. And so, that's all that person 
should do at first. Even if you think you're not doing 4. 
enough - the exercises work their magic anyway. Your 
bjfody ?

11
as .it's o

1 
wn intelligfenthce and wild! w

1 
o~k FOR YOU 5. 

you stmp y get out o e way an et tt. 
When you do, pretty soon you'll be the type of 

person who can do 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 or 128 ri/'eti-
nexhi·o~s1 an~ feel ndo faEtNiguE~·Ginyste;d ?f tibrednild~ you' figtheel 6. 

aratton an "' . 10U re u mg stren 
and endurance from the INSIDE-OUT. And believe 
me, once you can do more than a few reps, inches of 
unsightly fat and pounds of excess flab will fly off your 7 · 
body at break-neck speed. 

bum excess body fat a lot, lot faster. This means 
fitting into the cloth.es you WANT to wear. 
Packs attractive and healthy functional muscles (not 
grotesque) onto your entire body 
Simultaneously doubles your strength and Oex
ibility - and does so without needing separate 
workouts for each. 
Quadruples your endurance inside of 30 days. 
Never get tired again. 
Within a couple weeks, it often diminates chron
ic back and shoulder pain from years of heavy 
squats, doullifts and bench pressing - or other 
forms of abuse. 
Sleep like a log. Eight hours of deep sleep is no 
longer a goal. It's automatic. As soon as you hit the 
rack you're out like a light. 
Your self-confidence will have no bounds. 
Especially when you got compliments from 
people who hardly paid attention to you before. 

New Results from Forgotten Exercises 
Are the exercises in Combat Conditioning NEW? 

Well, not really. They go back about 5,000 years - but 
for the most part, they got lost in the shuffie when 
weights, gadgets and gyms came around. So although 9. 
they aren't NEW, they're "New to YOU!" 

8. You_ can train anywhere. You don't need more than 
a few square feet of carpet or pavement and you're 
all set. You don't need equipment. Just your own 
bodyweight. 
You get a kick-bun workout done in 15 minutes 
or less. 

10. You'll turn back the clock. Friends may tell you 
that you look 5-10 years younger. 

11. You'll have an explosive type of strength that 
weights cannot give you. Your every movement 
will be livdy and full of vigor. 

12. Your muscles will be pliable and powerful, like a 
• • ngers. 

Before I learned these exercises, I read about the 
Great Garna of India, a wrestler who followed this 
profam and was unbeaten in 5,000 matches. I also 
rea that the legendary Bruce Lee did these exercises, 
too. And we all know about Lee's incredible martial 
arts skills. Then there was the All-Pro NFL running 
back, Hershell Walker, who did bodyweight exercises 
each day. The list goes on and on. The key is in having 
a proven program with a track record, and Combat Here's How to Order 
Coruiitioning is just that. Combat Conditioning: Fut~ctional Exercises for 

Puts You into the Old Clothes You Dream of Fitness has 48 super effective bodyweight exercises along 
Wearing Again! with seven different programs that will get you into 

kick-butt shape fast. Order NOW and you'll receive 3 
The main reason why Combat Cot~ditiotJiPJg works free Special Reports on how to eliminate knee, back and 

is because it targets all the weak links in your body. And shoulder pain. Your total investment in this no-nonsense 
when all those weak links are given a little attention, book is only $29.95 plus $6 S&H U.S. (foreign orders 
your entire body gets stronger, faster, more powerful add $12). O rder online at www.mattfurey.com. 
and more energetic. Spend time each day doing a few Or pick up the phone right now and calli 813 994 
functional exercises and the payoff is HUGE. 8267 to order. You can also send a money order to Matt 
.. you get functional s~ngth, endurance . and fl~- Furey Enterprises, Inc., 10339 Birdwatch Drive, Tampa, 

~t~ttyexce~ ~:ct:s flr~n~~~ ::~t- ~o- ~e_n_n_o_n_ ~~~-_I:~-~~~·iJ~--- - --------------- - ------------ • 
off your body, making it Q Yes. Please Send Me Combat Conditioning: Functional Exercises for Fitness 
easy for you to fit into the for only $29.95 plus $6 S&H ($12 fOO'ligl S&H), and if I'm one of the first 25 to order, 
?othes you dream of w~- I wil also receive 3 Special R£pons on eiminaling knee, back em shoulder pain. 
mg agam. Stop dreammg. 
Start DOING. And get NAME: 
results. 

12 Ways Combat 
Conditioning Wall 
Change Your Life! 

ADDRESS: __________________________________________________ __ 

CITY----------- STATE ------ ZIP _____ _ 

COUNTRY: ----------------------
PHONE: ____________________ ___ 

Follow this program EMAIL: --------------------------------------------------

and your body is going tO Q Money Order drawn from a u.s. bank 
change big time. In fact, no Visa no MasterCard "' Amex 
I've made a list of 12 of '-' '-' '-' 
the most powerful benefits 
that hundreds of thou- CARD No:----------------------------------------------------

sands of others all over the : ExP: SIGNATURE: --------------------- ----------

world have gotten ~<?m ~e : Make Check/Money Order Payable to: 
Combat ~o"d't'om11~ : Matt Furey Enterprises, Inc. 
program. Lets take a look. , 10339 Birdwatch Dr. Tampa Florida 33647 USA 
1. Cranks up your • •• • • 

metabolism so you : (813) 994-8267 • www.mattfurey.co m Outt0506 : 
© Gold Medal Publicatioo.s:-Iiic.-.-w;,w.~.CO'Di-- ----------------------------------------- • 
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COMPLETE KIT 
READY-TO-ASSEMBLE 

ON YOUR DECK OR PATIO 

• Build it in a weekend! 
• Converts from screens to 

windows in minutes! 

BUILD 
AND PRICE 

ONLINE 

• Factory direct pricing, delivered 
to your door. 

• Standard & custom sizes. 

• Meets codes for snow & wind loads . 
......... . ...........•..•• ..........•.•..•••••..•. .... ........... ...... . 

FOR CATALOG, SIZES & PRICES 
• www.sunporch.com 

Promo Code: POS 

• 1-203-55 7-25 7 1 
Extension: POS 

Mon-Fri 8AM-5PM EST 11r 32111 Ylllr 

S LDENAFLEX™ 
(Erigo Prodigium) Tablets 

/ 

FDA Approved, Brand Name Medications 

Cialis® VITR.t: 

sicuR~}neaicaL · 

Only 1/1 Oth the Cost 
If you've ever wondered if your sexual performance could be· 
improved by a stronger erection, you are not alone. In fact, a lack o·c 

sexual potency concerns most men. Sildenaflex, the reliable~ 

effective male enhancer has been proven effective in improving1 
sexual performance. Sildenaflex also helps you maintain strongen! 

fuller, firmer erections as well as increased libido.* 

Sildenaflex ... 5 Dose Samples Available 
Igniting Your Sex Life 

• works in 60 minutes - lasts 6 to 8 hours 
• 100% guaranteed 
• no negative side effects 
• no prescription needed 
• Take as needed or daily to increase testosterone levels* 

MEZABIOTECH -
~~!'...,.,,,.~~~~~;n. 

• safe for type II diabetics and hypertention sufferers 



*Just 5 Minutes to Set Up 
*More Fishing Space 
* Easler To 'ITansport 
* Better Features 
* Better Value 

~ f;/:.. • 75 lb. hull 
• Takes 3 HP 

• 12' 4" X 4' 6" 
• Holds 2 Adults 

Our Sea Eagle FoldCat 375fc sets up in just 
5 minutes. It features better standing stability, 
a full floor, more fishing space, rod-holders, 
swivel seats, oars, oarlocks, motormount, 
optional casting bar & sun/rain canopy. 
See more at www.SeaEagle.com or 

Call 800-944•7 496 for 

ite 1 19 N. Columbia 

Phone or Write for FREE Information 

~fj:lAINHANDL~R~ 
[rom Saved me Corp. 

Dept.PS0606 
2710 Nonh Avenue/Bridgepon, CT 06604 

l -800-942-3004/Fax I-800-6o6-2028 
N~e ______________________ __ 
Address------------ ---
Cily-------------- Stale--
Zip __ Email-------------

www.rainhandler.com/ps 

-------------------------------· 

Premium Handmade Great 
Father's 

Day Gift! 

with Aluminum Travel Case 

Get One 
Delivered to 

Dad in a 

FREE 
30 personal invitations for you to compare 

my custom handmade cigars, with the nifty 
up-market brands you are smoking now. 
This is our 90th year doing the only thing we 
know how ... offering highly regarded fine smoking hand rolled 
cigars at absurdly low prices. 

Your Powerhouse 30 Sampler contains 30 elegant hand
'-::;;;~~: made cigars from 5 of our house brands, never found in the 

tobacco shops. We sell direct to you, the smoker, saving you the 

America's Oldest 
Mall Order Cigar 

Company, Eat 1915 

P.O. Box 31274 
Tampa, FL 33631-3274 

Fax: 813-882-4605 

Dept. T6721 
Product #988567 

Limit Two 
Per Customer 

C2006 Thompson CIQat Compony 

middleman's profit. Each Powerhouse Sampler comes with an elegant 
aluminum travel case worth the total package price alone. 
Get your Powerhouse 30 Sampler now! 30 top-notch 
handmade cigars for ONLY $29 + $4.95 shipping (#988567). Not available for personalization. 

If your taste runs to Premiums you may order 
a of 6 Macanudo and 6 
Partagas (case not included), yours for $39 + $4.95 shipping 
(#955203). As an added incentive, should you order both offers, 
save with just one low shipping charge of $4.95. 

1·866-699-4934 
www.powerhouseoffer.com/T6721 

(You must enter complete web address for special offer) 
OFFERS EXPIRE 9130106 - NOT AVAILABLE TO 

MINORS and GOOD ONLY IN THE USA 

(All shipments to AK, HI, Guam, 
Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico 
must go priority mail - add an 
additional $10.00. Florida residents 
add 6% sales tax+ appropriate county 
tax.) Due to recent legislation we cannot 
ship tobacco products to Delaware, Idaho, 
Maine, Montana or Oregon. 

gift box 
(upon request) 

Father's Day 
delivery guaranteed 

on orders before 
June 8th 



Dr. Cutler is a biologist and President of Athena 
Institute, <»-discoverer of human pheromones in 
1986 (Time 12/1/86; Newsweek 1/12/87). Ph.D. 
from U. of Penn, post-doc Stanford, authored 35+ 
scientific papers, 6 books, and wrote the 
~~~~~~!.!!!in a medical textbook. 

Jacques (LA) 1 OX order "I am a physician, read 
about your study in the Medical Tribune, and have 
been buying ever since. It's really a fine product." 

• Patnck (TN) "Good morning! I recognize your 
voice, Dr. Cutler. You are so smart! I want 3 
more vials of the 1 OX. I use it straight. And It 
works really well. The 1 OX makes for friend
lier relationships at work. Less hostility. I 
have a wife who has to take medications that 
make her grouchy .. .. but the 1 OX has 
worked miracles. Thanks so much for your 
pheromones, Dr. Cutler. It has really made a dif
ference in our lives." 
• Tad (Ul) "I was skeptical, I thought, well I will 
try this because of the scientist who developed 
this product. Women say 'You smell so good!' 
It's pretty incredible. H works, absolutely no 
doubt of that." 

Effective for 74% in 8 week published scie~n~tif~ic~= 
Not guaranteed to worl< for all, since body chemistries differ, ou""'' 
will work for most. Cosmetics not aphrodisiacs. 

also: Athena Pheromone 10:13™ for women. 

Not in can (610) 827-2200- Order online-
or send to: Athena Institute, Dept PSbu, 

1211 Braefield Rd. Chester Springs, PA 19425 
------------------------------------, ,, Please send me _ vials of 10X for men @$99.50 

and/or vials of 10:13 for women @$98.50 
for a *total by: 0 money order 0 check 
0 V1Sa,MIC,Disc..--:--_____ _ 
exp signature ________ _ 
w: Name _ _________ _ 
Address aw~~e--------n~'p __ _ 

Phone: 
~~ 

Coinage history was made ... COLLECTING OPPORI'UNITYI 

en the US. Mint struck 
8 • 

2005-P 2005-D 
Ocean in View 

Complete 2003 P&D 
Ni<kel Set -last with 
traditional designs! 

Nickels in 2004-2005 
From 2004 to 2005, for the first time in history, the U.S. Mint 
produced 8 different Jefferson nickels. Due to a special 
commemorative series honoring the Lewis & Clark expedition, 
new reverse designs were issued - the first change in 65 years. 
Struck at both the Philadelphia and Denver Mints, these new 
nickels have been difficult to find . .. until nmv! 

For a limited time, you can get all 8 different 2004-2005 
nickels- every coin in Uncirculated condition -for only 
$2.95- a special savings of 30%! (Limit 5 sets.) Plus, you'll 
also get the complete last-year set of 2003 J efferson nickels 
- absolutely FREE! 

You '11 also receive our fully illustrated catalog, plus other 
fascinating selections from our Free Examination Coins-on
Approval Service, from which you may purchase any or none 
- return balance in 15 days- with option to cancel at any 
time. Your satisfaction is guaranteed. Hurry for this special 
low price. Order now! 45-Dqy Money Back Guarantee if satisfaction 
r----------------------------------------------Sp«'(al Q/j"t!f' for N e w CUSto m t:l'$ On(y ... 

"""'J'T'I~"~f Please send me my Complete New Nickel Set for the special price of $2.95. with Free 
~ I W. Shipping (Umit 5). I'U alSo get both 2003 P&D Nickels fREE with each set ordered. 

I Order Deadllne: 12:00 Midnight; June 30, 2006 I How Nlany (Umlt s sets) : _ _ _ 

Method of payment: Tt:>tal Cost @ $2.95 per set: s 
0 Check or Money Order enclosed 0 VISA ·--
0 MasterCard 0 American Express o Discover Network Shipping & Handling: S FREEl 
Card No. EXp. Date 'TOtal Amount: $• __ 

L..l ....L...I -~..I_IL.......L..I ....~..I......JIL....J.._I ....L..I _,I__._I ....L...I .....~.1__._1 ....L...I -~..1 -..JI Please send coupon co: ~ 
RliiilitUeton ~: 

Nam•---=---,----.-----.-..,.,--.-..,----
l'!ease pmt 'JW ~""""'and add'ess clealtf. 

Address•---------------

~Coin~ cg l 
Dept. KH5406 ~: 
1309 Mt. EUstis Road I 

Clty_---::---:-:-::---::-: State Zip Littleton NH 03561-3 73 7 : 
OVer 60 Years qf FriendlY Service to Collectors UnleronCotn.comlspecials 1 

~.._. _______ -= _ _. _____ ---- -------------------- ------ '\.....~ , B'i-- '":1 ,- - l - n-: if 



ea 

877-745-5779 
www.amerimedrx.com 

Farm • Industrial• Commercial • Institutional • 
Mini Warehouses • Hangars • Storage 

FREE BROCHURE 

CONSTRUCnON 
VIDEO AVAILABLE 

Shipping 
Locations 

Nationwide 

20 Year Warranty on Roof & Walls 
Prices F.0.B. Mfg. Plants; 

Seal Stamped Blue Pllnls: Easy Bolt Together Design. 

SPECIAL PRICES INCLUDE COLOR SIDES 
& GALVALUME ROOF - Local codes may affect prices 

60' X 1 00' X 16' .............. $23,450 
80' X 100' X 16' .............. $30,450 
*100' X 150' X 16' ........... $55,750 

(*Clear span Model) 

Arena Special (roof & frame) 
100' X 100' X 16' .............. $29,999 

VISIT OUR WEBSITE 

STEEL SYSTEMS 
Fax: 840-484-6748 emell: lnlo4t rhlnobldg.co m 

Website : http ://www. RHIN O BLDG . COM 

Toll Fr- 1-888-320•7 466 

Try our DR® FIELD and BRUSH MOWER for 

6 MONTHS Rl K-FRE ! 
We're so sure you'll love it, we're willing to 
extend to you this unusual invitation to 
use our self-propelled, walk-behind brush 
cutter on your property! 

• CLEAR & MAINTAIN meadows, 
pastures, roadsides, fencelines, walking 
paths with ease! 

• CUT ta ll grass, weeds, brush, brambles 
- even saplings up to 2-1 f2" thick! 

• CHOP/MULCH most 
everything you cut! 

If this is not the hardest
working, most durable, 
easiest-to-use machine for 
clearing fields and brush that you've 

~t::l:;:;-? 

ever used, we'll take it 
back and give you a -------------- --~ 
complete refund of fREE G 
your purchase price! sj'\1PP-1N I 
~--------~~~ NowinEff~ 

CALL 1-888-382-9194 
1M' YES! Please rush me your full-color Catalog and 
Demonstration DYD on the DR FIELD and BRUSH MOWER, 
including models . prices, your 6-MONTH RISK-FREE TRIAl 
and how I can now receive FREE Depot Delivery! 

PSC 

- - - - -----State ZIP ____ .; 
.: 

E·mail ___________ -=-------=--------a: 
DR• POWER EQUIPMENT, Dept. 53726X i5 
127 Meigs Road, Vergennes, VT 05491 ~ 

www.DRfieldbrush.c.om g 

Now Is the time for a 11mberllne Geodesic Dome. Combining vaulted ceilings with natural light. energy 
savings of up to 40% and an affordable building system. Timberline Domes are perfect for any location. 

Our many designs provide an open, spacious feeling with traditional style. With noor plans ranging from 
I ,000 to over 4,000 square feet, you're sure to And one to At your lifestyle. 

A Timberline Dome can easily be assembled by two people without previous con~truction experience. 
fact. over 90% of our customers assemble the dome themselves. Our patented 

:els:tar TechnoiOCY and pre-cut, color coded lumber make building a breeze. 

With all these advantages. isn't it time you discovered the great indoors? 
Our planning package includes color photos. noor plans. assembly 
instructions, pricing and r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

tectmical information. 
or send for our full 

color planning package today! 

' 

1-800-Dome Home 
( 1-800-366-34661 

TIMB£RLIIIE or visit us on the internet at: 
GEODESICS.. www.domehome.com 

D PIMii.l'liilge IIII IMl ,.-.$24.00 D l'lloa:l:ffllt¥ $14.00 
D a.t D \1u D MaW taN D llilcMr D At.U 

tlllllll CAll) 11111111 



Giving a Magazine Gift 
Just Got Easier. 
For Birthdays, 
Mother's Day, 
Father's Day, 
Any Day! 

50 Magazine Choices in One Great Gift. 
Each Giftscriptions box contains a subscription certificate that allows 
the recipient to choose the magazine they'd like to receive. 

expore more 

1 .866.542. 7283 
liberator. com 

electronic 

surplus inc. 
5363 Broadway Ave 
Oeveland, OH 44127 
Voice: 216-441-8500 
Fax: 216-441-8503 

SeMnt~ Americas Inwntors 
with Electronic Components. 

Parts & Test Ef4ulpment 
Since 1946 

We Also Stock omolete & 
Hard To Find Components 

www.ELECIRONICSURPL'II.A.It\.-'-

CopynghtL'd ma.enal 
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' . ENHANCE YOUR 

)...0 E LIF 
.. . 

N .ATURALLY, SAFELY AND PERMANENTLY. 

=Length 

60days 90 days 180 days 

A quality cologne doesn't hurt. An enthusiastic technique will 
earn you style points. But when push comes to shove, 
size matters. Big time. 

Order our 
recommended 

EXTRA,.,.. will give you the impressive 
size you've always wanted. Quickly 
and naturally. Without useless 
pumps, painful surgery or silly 
exercises. Guaranteed! 

180 day supply of 
Extra and receive a FREE 
. tube of Extra Gel, our 
revolutionary enlargement 

EXTRA contains a clinical strength, 
revolutionary herbal formula that 
pumps up your body's own hormones 

gel. This Is a value of 
$89.95, absolutely 

FREE. 

to stimulate growth and development. When 
taken for a short period of time, you can expect eye popping gains 
of one to three inches in length and a 50 percent increase in 
thickness. The results are guaranteed. 

We've sold more than a million bottles 
of EXTRA and helped enhance the 
love lives of hundreds of thousands 
of men and women. We can help 
you, too! 

If you think it 
only takes a 
big diamond 
to win her heart, 
think again. 

• 

Extra has no side effec.ts, however, some men may show signs of increased 

Order EXTRA today. 

1-800-514-0707 - TRA™ 
sexual appetite or desire. Extra contains pharmaceutical grade ingredients and no 
longer requires a prescription. (AVENA SATIVA) 

' r-----------------------------------------~----------------------------------------~ 
Order Form (All orders are confidential and discreetly packaged.) 

Please mail this form with your check or money order, payable to: 

G.P.I. Direct 
3645 Marketplace Blvd. #130-255 
East Point, GA 30344 

1-800-514-0707 

~me _______________ __ 

Address _______________ _ 

City _________ ST __ Zip _ ___ _ 

Telephone Number ____________ _ 

Credit card Number-------------

Exp Date----- OVisa o MC 0 AmEx 0 Discover 

0 Check or money order enclosed 

Please send me: 
0 30-Day Supply ...... $62.90 
0 60-Day Supply ...... $115.80 

0 90-Day Supply ...... $168.70 
0 180-Day Supply .... $327.40 

{With our recommended 
180 day supply, receive a 
FREE tube of EXTRA Gel) 

Prices Including Shipping & Handling 

Toml~$ ______ __ 

Signature---------------- '------------' 

©Global Phacmaceutiq!JnrnstitUte .• ,, ... 
' 

·: 



• Durable Protection 
• Factory Blueprints 
• Factory Direct Prices 
• 100% American Made 

GAS AND ELECTRIC POWERED BICYCLES, ADULT 
TRICYC L ES AND CONVERSIONS KITS , 
www. fiveflagsmotorbikes.com (850)941-2080 

-

R•adgToFigFun.com 
Toll FrEE 1·866-472·8697 

Jmnl POPULAR sciENcE! PoPsc t.coM I 

HERITAGE 
BUILDING SYSTEMS® 

E.·r~bfM,,d 1979 
A +~ Bnilt to Last! 

30' X 40' X JO' .................... $5,488 
40' X 60' X J2 ' """"""""""" $9,947 

Since t 97tl Heritage Bulletin,:! Systems· focus has 
been to provicte the indu<>fr'}' w ilh lhe finest qual 
i ty. b est loo k i n g p r e - e nginee r e d ste t>! 
srructures at rhe lowest possible p ri ce. 

1.800.643.5555 
www. h e r i t age hu i ldin gs.co m 

FUTURE STEEL BUILDINGS 

ONLY IN CANADA? Piper Cubs are Ultralights! Flying 
courses $2950/US 866-882·3380 ·::ww cormanairpark.ca --

Spy pinhole cameras ' hidden video 'wireless 
video ·outdoor cameras •spy software 
*bug detectors ' phone tap detectors 

* 12 hour telephone recorders *and more!! 
Printed catalog, send $SOO to 

SPY OUTLET PO BOX 337 
AMHERST NY 14226 (716) 695-8660 

Eosy to Pedol 
• Multi-Speed 
• 1, 2 & 4 Seoters 
• Optional Electric Motor 

1·800·974·6233 Ext. 5786 • www.4wc.com/5786 
Dept. 5786 • 125 Rhoades Lane 
Hendersonville. Tennessee 37075 

MEN'S WIDE SHOES 
EEE·EEEEEE,SIZES 5·15 
FREE catalog \ , 

200 styles 

HITCHCOCK SHOES, INC. 
Dept. 46F Hingham, MA 02043 

1-800-992-WIDE www. wideshoes.com 

WWW.COOLFLASHLIGHTS.COM •• HUNDREDS OR 
FLASHLIGHT CHOICES. AVIATION, CAMPING, BOATING. 
LED'S, HOME AND WORK. 

Amazing Suppressed Inventions 

Flying Cars 
Mind Control 
Jetpacks 

Flying Saucers 
Testa Tech 
Weather Control 

www .amazingpatents.com 

Copyngllted matenal 



Crutchfield.com: #1 in customer support - 8/zrate.com 
' 

Free Catalog 
Discover the difference 
- huge selection, detailed 
info and legendary service. 
Call for your free catalog 

1-800-319-0159 
www.crutchfield.conv'psc 

CRUTCHFIELD 
The best gear and guidance for 32 years 

$5001 POLICE IMPOUNDS! HONDAS/CHEVYSITOYOTAS, 
etc. CARS/TRUCKS/SUV'S/JEEPS from $500! For listings: 
800-749-8167 ext.4321 

AMSOIL SYNTHETIC LUBRICANTS. BUY DIRECT, 
Register to Buy Wholesale. FREE CATALOG . 
1-888-826-1166. www.synlhoils.com 

POWERTOOL BAmRY RE-CEU 
Send us your dead batteries, 

enclose a check/money order, 
we rebuild and send back In two 
weeks. Any brand, 12·1 B volt. 
S35 each. Longer run·time!l 

www.vollmanbatteries.com 
320 N. Mulberrt St .. Dept. PS206 

Mansfield, OH 44902 

CITY-GIRL gets >25% tv1 PG gain after installing an ER 
H y Z or herse l f. See :Qui .cktime ·movie. 
www.eagle·research.com/0406ps.html 

FACTORY CAR RADIO & SPEEDOMETER REPAIR, All 
makes and models. www. CarEiectronics.com, 
1-800-446-2880 

NEVER BUY ANOTHER BATTERY! Extend battery life, 
revive dead batteries. www.battery-power.info 727 -446·8400 

WINEMAKERS • BEERMAKERS. FREE CATALOG. Since 
1966. 1-800-841-7404 KRAUS, BOX 785Q..N, Independence, 
MO 64054. www.eckraus.comlofferaln.asp 

Build a Boat and Savel Huge Catalog· $9.95 refundable with 
order. Proven designs. Glen-L, PO Box 1804/PS66, 
Bellflower, CA 90707-1804. WWW.GLEN· L.COM 

INFLATABLE BOATS SALE. SUMMER SALE - 50% OFF. 
11-ft Inflatable Dinghy Only $899. 866· 299-7740. 
www.BoatsToGo.com 

Rettey Pontoon Cruisers 
You haven't seen a boat like this. 

This new model has a sportier look 
and more uncluttered deck space. 

Available in kits or assembled. 

Leam more online or call for 
free Information 800-722·4331 

www.rettey.com 

• 

MiracleTruss• pre -engineered steel buildings 
provide added· value and superior advantages: 
• Strength - Unmatched strength of steel web-frame 
trusses. Our buildings have survived extreme 
conditions from blizzards in Alaska to hurricanes 
in Louisiana. 

• Value - Save 50% over conventional construction 
(time & material). Streamlined assembly. Do-lt· 
Yourself. No special skills or heavy equipment 
required. 

• Versatility - Customizable to meet your design 
specifications. Wide assortment of building styles, 
sizes and colors 

BUilT TO lAST 
Compare our everyday 
price for our 25'x40' 
building: 

FROIIT END OPTIONAL 

• EASY DO rr YOliiSEI.F • 30-YfAR WARRANTY 
• 100% lJSBUU F SPACE 

Many sizes , shapes & applications! 
Tough , rugged building - lasts! 
Heavy gauge Galvalume stee l 
Easy to f inish trussless interior 
Totally maintenance free! 

25 YEARS Of REPUTATION BU ILT Of SHH 

$400 WEEKLY ASSEMBUNG PRODUCTS from home. For 
FREE INFORMATION, send SASE to: HOME ASSEMBLY·PS 
Box 216, New Britain, CT 06050-0216 

Fortunes made! 250+ Home-based Opportunities. FREE 
Information I API-PS2 Box 211 Malad City ID, 83252-0211 

WEB BUSINESS OFFERING AUTOMATIC DEUVERY. 
e Bay, Google, Adsense, A ffilia te Sales. 
www.AdvanceProflts.com P.O. Box 900117, Homestead, FL 
33090 

Rubber Mold (ompony 

Manufactured Stone Molds 
landslape Stone Mords • (uslom Molds 

Spe<iolity Molds • Business Opportuniti~ AYOilable 

417.673.0697 • USA 
www.rubbermoldcompony.com 

Your ad here will be seen by 7.2 million readers. Call 
Joan Orth at 800-445-2714 ext. 5555 or 212·779-5555. 

Strength. Value. Style. 
www.miracletruss.com POP 

PART ROMANTIC PART PRAGMATIC 

ATLANTIS 
INSPIRATION FOR THE FUTURE 

By Walter F. Laredo 
The Arts and Sciences, also the design of 
great engineering works, wonders inspired 
by some hypothetical projects made by 
advanced civilizations as legendary 
Atlantis. The book shows real designs for: 

Robots, 

Spacecraft, 

Various 
Aircraft, 

Aerocar, 

Space Shuttles, 

j et and Rocket 
Engines, 

Bionic Eye, 

Artificial 
Hearts, 

High Speed Trains. 

Order from www.AtlasBooks.com 
also available at major bookstores 

RARE COIN INVESTMENTS. Our clients DONI LOSE 
money! FREE brochure. DENKO 1-800-613-7148. 

Ph.D's $495.00, M .A.'s $395, JD·s $450, 
FOR FREE INFORMATION, CALL TODAY:1-800-587-9605 

I POPSCI.COM !POPULAR SCIE-NJi:f,;ll un l1t nal 



You can Understand £conomics! 
Tcn-bson course illuminates roday's baffling problems. 
Tuirlon· fre.: - sm3J/ ch;U-ge fo r m:Jr~riuls. 

Hcruy Gco rgc loscirute 
121 E3sr 30rh Sr., New York NY 10016 

r· wwvs.henrygeorge.org :U 

1-800-403-1085. MONEY PROBLEMS? Guaranteed help 
now. Free call now. 1-800-403-1085 

I 

COMPUTER ERASE 
BAD CREDIT, CUI - FREE 

N S T A N T L y I -
tens of years of AAA cred~ in your cred~ file OVER~ IGHT! 100% legal! 

FREE DETAILS at www"cornputererase.com 
Bankruptcy not necessary Easy as 1-2-3 

Computer not needed TONS OF EXTRAS 
MIB, FBI file tool & MORE! 

LD • PO Box 2202 Hoi CA 90078 

Wortdng Steam Engines! Accessories Parts Stirling 
Engines CATALOG $6.95 refundable. 1-800-481-1353 
www.yesteryeartoys.com 

Discount Small Engines: Briggs and Stratton, Kohler, 
Tecumseh, Kawasaki, Honda www.smallenginesuppliers.com 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 

.. 
Plug-N-Piay Hydroponic Growing Systems! 

6row HUGE plants IN000~5 ALL YEAR LON61 
Fn!e brochure & VIdeo 6row Guidel 

• • 
• \N\NW.!!iil!!iihed!!ii.I:Dm • • • • • 
0 Sunlight 5Diutlorw • iU'IB 5ten>:l!f Ad . • N.T . • NY 14 1i!D 0 . .___ .................... .__ ... _. ............. . 

CHESS PUZZLES: Thousands of crucial positions from 
modem and historic games: http://www.wtharvey.com 

1m2! POPULAR sciENcE! PoPsct.coM I 

Earn Your Diploma In As 
LiHie As Four Months! 

• Nationally Accredited • Self-Paced Learning 
· Grades 9-12 · Home Study 
· Visit Us At www.cit i zenschool.com 

Jpsj Add Power!! 
• Same Sensor IIIV8flted by Polaroid to Focus Cameras! 

• Eleclroslatic Transducer and Drive Module in One Complete Package! 

• Non-Contact Ranging and Measuremem from 6' to over 40'! 

• Perfect Sensor for Robot Guidam:e, Electronic Tape 
Measures, Scltnoe Projects 

• We Sell Complete Ranoino Krts and Components 

Phone 734-953-4783 • Fax 734·953-4518 
www.senscomp4.com 

NAME BRAND HEARING AIDS 
60% SAVI NGS 

• All Makes & Models • Free Catalog 
• Ranging from Analog to Ultimate Digital 
• 30 Day Home Trial • 40 Yrs Experience 

LLOYD H EARI NG AID 

1 -8 00-323-4212 www.lloydhearingaid.com 

r ATTENTION INVENTORS! -, 
Never send 10 strangers! 

l.earl llllonlallle PI'OtiCIIonlllaneting 
•edlod. Nonprom 01'118niza11on . 

fl'88 lnlormaiiOII: HOD-846-3228 

~ WWW.IIVMIIIIIII.COII ~ 
IDEAS, INVENTIONS, NEW PRODUCTS! One of America 's 
leading invention firms can help you try to submit to Industry. 
Patent services. lnventHelp(sm) 1-888-439-IDEA. 

INVENTORS: Free information tells how to offer your 
invention for sale or license. Kessler Corporation, 52 years. 
800-537- 1133 ext 15. www.kesslercorp.com 

NEW INVENTION IDEA? Make your product with real 
engineers. FREE INFO. www.inventoraware.com 

PATENTNOW.COM Call a patent ATIORNEY first! 200+ 
patents pending or issued. 1-866-PAT-1NOW. 

PROTECT YOUR INVENTlON with easy to use SOFTWARE 
PATENTPRO 1-888-472-8776. WWW.PATENTPRO.US 

S.E.L.L.® YOUR IDEAl Free info: Patents, Ucensing, 
Marketing, Professional Prototypes. B00-451-1 326. 
www.harshawresearch.com 

SUSPENDERS WITH PATENTED NO.SLIP CLIP. Free 
Catalog 800· 700-4515. www.suspenders.com 

. DFA' DIREC'II.Y WRH 
- REGIS I FRED PATFIII AGEIIII' 

- and qualified U.S. Patent Office Examiner. 
DON'T BE FOOLED BY PHONIES. Free Patent 
Information - "Patent, Develop, Market Your Invention". 
Richard L. Miller, 12 Parkside Drive, Suite-N, Dix Hills, 
NY 11746-4879. (631 )499-4343, 1-800-242-9853 
HTTP:/I'NWW.PTO-AG.COM 

STRAIGHT ANSWERS to your patent and invention questions 
from Registered Patent Attorney. Timothy Barlow, 
703-864-7965. www.barlowpatent.com 

NEW PRODUCT IDEAS WANTED! Whatever your idea ... 
Whatever the industry ... Davison 
lnventegration® can help you prepare and present your idea, 
patented or unpatented, to corporations for licensing. 
We deliver professional results. Call 1-800-544-3327 for a 
FREE INFORMATION PACKAGE! 

Kites & Wind Art 
Have fun anywhere the w ind blows. 
FREE color Catalog with hundreds 
of kites, flags, windsocks and spinners. 
Fast, friendly service since 1980. 

www.lntolheWlnd.com 
1408-P Pearl St., Boulder, CO 80302 • (800) 541-0314 

DEERING BANJO COMPANY. QUALITY BANJOS from 
$399. American-made. FREE CATALOG: Banjos, 
Accessories, CDs and MORE! (800)845·7791 
www.DeeringBanjos.com 

FREE Tutorial. Learn to play the Musical Saw In 5 days. 
www.MusicaiSaw.com 

www.silentpaintremover.com Infrared heat paint removing. 
Lead Safe www.paintbrushesandrollers .com 
www.solventfreepaint.com Chemical free. 585-924-8070. 

Swim against a smooth current adjustable to any 
speed or ability. Ideal for exercise, water aerobics, 
rehabiJjtation and fun. Just 8' x 15', an Endless 
Pool® is simple to maintain, economical to run, 
and easy to install inside or out. 

Already own a pool! Ask about the 

For Free DVD or Video Call 
(800)233-074 J, Ext. 4572 
Visit www.endlesspools.com/ 4572 

Cllpyngh'ed m tenal 



Stop Floor Squeaks! 
Squeeeeek No More® and Counter SnapTM are easy solutions to a 
common problem. floor squeaks. The Squeeeeek No More® k.it has 
won numerous awards and is available through many fine retailers 
and catalogs. The Counter Snap'M has been demonstrated on T.V. 

and is available through many catalog stores and retailers. 

Buy Plans & Video. 
Build for under $700 with 
available Kits for your garden 
tractor. No machining. 

plans website: 
• . .. ... "•. www.CADplans.com in use over 10 yrs, 

P.O. Box 606, Dept. S • Daleville, VA 240:83 • 1·8oo-817·5267 

BUILD UNDERGROUND; HOUSES/SHELTERS/ 
GREENHOUSE DIRT CHEAPI Featured on HGTV: 
Impressive! NPR. (800)328-8790 
www.undergroundhousing.com 

CASH PAID FOR METEORITES Is your unusual rock from 
space? LEARN MORE: Call1·800-614-3040. 

Female Celebrity Photos. Free catalog. Acme 
Publications(PS22) Box 130397, St. Paul, MN 55113 

GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM TANTALUM (any form). 
Reliable/reputable. FREE prise quotes. Top payment. 
~ ·800·932·1 010 www.preciousmetalsreclaiming.com 

Go 20..- mph ror 20 miles without pedaling! 

-~ 111!1 Complete Eloctric Bicyde oo.:«.. Conversion Kit 

~··~l~Piiett Merrion t.Ns ad and taks 

$189 001 S5Qolfthe ptice(1(w 
, , 36V. 600 11/8/t 8036 KiU 

I""'Y 120• ~ f'ke • SJA9) 
2• vOlt . .00 weu (&OOwatt peek) hJb motor rriOI.IBed tn ~ 
frort v.tle&l. InStals in 15 mN.e~ lesst .,. "' \ 

www.-wv..RI!L.I!c:'naPIED.com • 
Toll Free: 1-866-573-7042 ""''$~.~o"'~ 

NEED 
Materials For Home, Planes, Boats, Cars! 

FREE BOOKLET! 

lake or Pond? Aeration • FIRST STEP TOWARD 
IMPROVED WATER QUALITY. www.fishpondaerator.com 
608·254-2735 ext #3 

GOVERNMENT LAND 
US CITIZENS ONLY 

20-160 acre claim program still available, get yours for $20 
government fee, in AK, AZ., AR, CA, CO, ID, MT, NV, NM, OR, 
UT, WA, WY. For complete, step-by-step package including 
maps, telephone helpline, filing forms, etc. send $20; or for 
more information send $3. PUBLIC LANDS TITLE, PO Box 
2945-PS Port Angeles, WA 98362·0336 (th is is not 
Homesteading, it's much easier and only costs $1 . per acre). 

http://www.governmentland.com 

Many properties and sizes available. 
35 acres starting at $29,500. FREE Information: 

1·800-682·8088 
www.rockymountaintimberlands.com 

Rocky Mountain Timberlands 
Oepl PS . P.O. Box 1l53, Bozeman, MT 59771· 11 53 

"Who Else Wants To Sell Stun Guns, Mace, Knives, 
Pepper Sprays, Diversion Safes, Advanced Tasers, 

Voice Changers, Personal Alarms, Hidden Cameras, 
Spy And Surveillance Equipment From The Largest 

Wholesale Dropshipper With The GREATEST Selection 
Of Non-Lethal Self Defense Products In The USA?" 

If you said "ME!", then please order our Wholesale Kit now for $5.00. The 
Wholesale Kit includes both our 24-page SelfDefense Products Catalog and 40-
page Hidden Camera and Spy Catalog and our Confidential Wholesale Prices. 
WE CAN ALSO BUILD YOU A TURNKEY WEBSITE FEATURING ALL OUR PRODUCTS 
Don't wait ... call our 24-hour recorded message line (321-978-0232) right now to 
order your wholesale package. Or, fax your order to (904) 720-0651 . Or, visit our 
web s1te www.tobd.com to order Oflline. Or, mail your check, cash or MO to: 
Safe Technol 1867 Caravan Trail #1 05 Jacksonville FL 32216 

CHEMICALS • LABWARE • GLASSWARE ELEMENTAL 
SCIENTIFIC PO Box 571, Appleton, WI 54912 Catalog $2.00 
www.elementalscientific.net 

SURPLUS SHED. Surplus optic and electronic bargains for 
fun hobby, education, or profit. Free catalog. 610-926-9226 
www.surplushed.com 

Military, Survivalist Gear. B.D.U.'S, Boots, Caps, Machetes. 
1500 Unique items. www.themllltarytrall.com 
1-866-868-2092 

4DTV. C·BAND. FREE-TO-AIR. KlJ..BAND. DISH. DIRECTV. 
Get it all with just one call! Replacement parts. Upgrades. 
Systems. 800·334-6455 or 218-739-5231/WWW.skyvision.com 

DVD COPYGUARD ELIMINATOR. R.C. Distributing Co; 
P.O.Box#552, Southbend, IN 46624. (574)233·3053. 
www.rcdistributing.com 

ELIMINATE DVD COPYGUARDS. Copy your DVD's. 
Improve Picture Quality. www.iheats.com 

FREE SATELLITE TV SYSTEMS. FREE INSTALLATION 
CALL DISH DIRECT AMERICA 1-800-784-7694 MENTION 
ID A·35658001 

4' Metal Cutting lathe $157.40 Taig, 12419 Nightingale Lane, 
Chandler, AZ 85249. 

CNC ROUTER SALE: 4X8 With Controller $4,999.00 
www.cncwoodrouter.com 912·269-0134. Call after 2:00PM 

Machinists, experience the difference quality machine shop 
equipment makes! FREE catalog 800-872-6500. Blue Ridge, 
Box 536-R, Hurricane , WV 25526, 
www.blueridgemachinery.com 

) 

FREE Waterwise Catalog ~'- _/ 
1-800-874-9028 .~ 

www. waterwise 

MAKE PURE WATER & S A V E $$$- NEW REVERSE 
OSMOSIS with TDS meter, Whole house filters, 
Replacement Filters for most brands, FREE CATALOG 
1·888·295·9436, info 1·888·633· 7972 
.www.FilterDirect-water.com www.WaterGeneral.com 

Ground Water Diseases in "Pure" Wat:et 
Made Septic Systems Smell Even Won~t\! 
We Recycle HUNDREDS of Times/gaf. .. NOT 
Call for FREE MEDICAL REPORTS! 

1-800-433-9553 
www.johnellls.com 

Popular Science reserves the right to refuse any 
advertising order. Only publication of an advertise
ment shall constitute final acceptance of an order. 
Publication does not constitute an agreement for 
continued publication. All orders are subject to the 
applicable rate card, copies of which are available 
upon written request sent to the address provided. 
Popular Science, 2 Park Avenue, New York. NY 10016 
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How to Crash-Proof Drivers 
Think 30 miles an hour is safe? Think again 
Long before seatbelts, air bags and anti lock brakes, automotive safety started and ended 
behind the wheel. "If you hit another car head on going at the same ,.safe' [30mph] 
speed, it would be like driving off a nine-story building," PoPSO warned in a story on 
smart driving strategies, explaining that the only way to soften the landing was to drive 
defensively. One tip: "Expect the worst from the other fellow." Nearly 60 years of experi
ence and research later, automakers are taking the onus off drivers and putting it on cars. 
Turn to page 44 to read about the car that won't let you crash.-ERIC MIKA 
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BUILD THIS IN FIVE STEPS 
With the race to produce a commer
cial pocket-size radio in full swing, 
PoPSct challenged readers to build 
their own handheld vacuum-tube 
radio . The plan called for only off-the
shelf electronic components that, 
thanks to improved manufacturing 
techniques, were becoming "so tiny 
that even electrons may soon feel 
cramped," we wrote. 

THE FIRST ROCKET TRAIN 
Is it possible t o go supersonic at sea 
level? Scientists tested a " rocket loco
motive" in California's desert flats to 
find out. Powered by 50,000 pounds 
of thrust, the train reached 1,019 
mph, smashing land-speed records 
and the sound barrier. 
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A WIDER SCREEN RATIO ALLOWS YOU TO SEE THE WHOLE PICTURE. 

3 YEAR 
Available at ~ 

16:10 wide screen ratio • Ultra-high resolution • PC/Mac compatible 

INTRODUCING THE LG FLATRON™ WIDE SCREEN LCD MONITORS. Featuring response 
times as fast as 5 ms and 16:10 aspect ratios, our wide screen monitors are perfect for 
working with multiple applications simultaneously or watching movies. Add to that the 
combined power of contrast ratios as high as 1400:1 and our unique./~ E NGINE 
- the world's first picture-enhancing chip for monitors - and you'll see colors that are 
more bri ll iant and images more crisp and vibrant. We also back all of our monitors with 
the best warranty program in the industry. That's what we call the full picture. 

Vivid As . . . Brilliant As ... lnnovative as LG. 

LG 



Ingeniously des· ed to help 
protect the things that need protecting. 

At Honda, we continue to show our commitment to "Safety 
for Everyone" by developing new technologies designed to he lp protect you and your 
family in the event of an accident. Regardless of the size or price of your 
Honda~ By studying the dynamics of collisions between vehicles, our 
engineers created the Advanced Compatibility Engineering'" (ACE"') 
body structure. It's a unique design that helps spread the energy of a 
frontal collision throughout the body ACE is only from Honda and ACE helps absorb 

comes standard on the all-new Civic. In the future, ACE trontal·collision energy. 

will come standard on many of our models as they evolve. After all, we 
made a promise to help keep all of our drivers and passengers safe. 

Safety for Everyone. :H:ON'D.A. 
The Power of Dreams 

• Does not include specialty vehicles: Honda Insight, Honda 52000 and Acura NSX. © 2005 American Honda Motor Co.. Inc. safecy.honda.com 
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